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when the Dutch criminal code entered into force in 18B6 it did not
contain a general provision against blasphemy. In r88o, during a debate in
Parliament about the Criminal Code, the minister of justice at the time, Mr.
Anthony Ewoud Jan Modderman (1838-1885), opined that "God is able to
preserve His own rights by Himself; no human laws are required for this
irrpor".,,'yet, five dãcades later things had changed. A legislative proposal
ãf z5 April r93r entitled "Amendment to the Criminal Code with provisions
regarding certain utterances hurtful to religious feelings"' sought to add
t-o provisions relating to the defamation of religion to the Criminal Code-
Article l47 no. r was intended to criminalise "he who verbally, in writing,
or in image, publicly exPresses himself by scornful blasphemy in a manner
offensive to religious feelingsJ' In addition, Article 4z9bis made it illegal for
people to 'displa¡ in a place visible from a public road, words or images that,
as e"pressions of scornful blasphemy, are hurtful to religious feelings."3
In this chapter we will give an account of this blasphemy law. We will
address the law's evolution in chronological order and start by describing
the parliamentary debate on the introduction of the law in the r93os.
Subsequently, we will focus on the reception of the blasphemy law in the
courts, up to and including the trial of Dutch novelist Gerard Kornelis van
r pa¡Ì. Doc., House of Rep., i88o/8r, Debate of z5 october 1880, 1o2. In Dutch: Ihme'e'nde dathet
sedert long vaststond, dat God ziin regten zelf wel weet te hondhaven; daortoe ziin geen menscheliihe
wettennoodig; daartoe ß de strofwetgever niet geroepen'
z pa¡l.Doc., House of Rep., tg3o/3r, no. 348, z (Aanvullingwetboekvon straftecht met voorzíeningen
betreffende bepaalde voor godsdíenstíge gevoelens krenkende uitingen) '
3 Parl. Doc., House of Rep., r93o/3r, no. 348, z. A¡ticle r47 no' r was placed within t}re section
"Crimes against public order" of the Dutch Criminal Code'
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het Reve (1923-zoo6) in the r96os' The outcome of Van het Reve's 
trial-
concerning charges íui' u"t'áb"' of blasphemous writings-reduced 
the
legal prohibition against blasphemy to a m'or" or less 
hollow phrase in the
criminal Code. Howev"r, u' iu" hope to illustrate next, 
blasphemy did not
vanish from the Dutch scene' But the post-Van 
het Reve generation of Dutch
freethinkers and "Ufu'pft"-"rs" had to reckon with a 
more redoubtable
adversary than the purîtanicul christianity that had introduced 
blasphemy
legislationintheNetherlands.Post.VanhetReveauthorslikeTheodor
Holman, Theo van Gõ,;;à others h-ad to face the informal interpretation
of holy law by ¡irruairii irre murder of Theo van 
Gogh-particularly since it
wasrevengefora,f'o'tfit,,,criticalofthepositionofwomlninlslamthat
Van Gogh had co-created-by a ho-"-g'o*it Islamic extremist 
in November
2oo+ cameas a great shock to secularised Dutch 
society' The murder could
be seen as the ,""'g""* of blu'ph"*y law in a new guise' In the last part
of the chapter *" t'i'ff U""fly discuss lhe law that 
ultimately removed the
blasphemy provisions from the Dutch Criminal Code'
THE PROPOSAL OF THE DUTCH BLASPHEMY 
LAW
O, he is a great pleasure, that good god! He is an 
exceptionally useful
thing! He leads;Ñ; in th""rour.h to war, he lends his lustre to the
smear campaign ug"i"'t the Soviet-Union' he is the patron 
of every
christian and unchiistian exploiter' he symbolizes 
the stultification of
the masses ..' G; ;""ns imperial warfare' Christ means starvation
and exploitation of the working masses' the "Holy Spirit" 
means
bloody ,.rppr",,'o" of the colonld peoples' the Hoþ Virgin Mother
means ,t"lti'^;;he people in ordår tã preserve all these blessings'
For the working"peopl"' tL"'" is no Christmas' For them there 
is the
song of the French revolution-A la lanterne!
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Christ onthe dunghill!
The HotY Virg¡n ín the stable!
The HoIY Fathers to the Devil!
Long\íve the voice of tlrc canon!
The canon of the proletarian revolution!
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These sentences are taken from an articre entitled 'Away with christmas!"
(Weg met het Kerstfeestl) that appeared in the Dutch communist daily De
Tribune on 24 December r93o' This newspaper article was one example
of blasphemous materiul ltiinirt", of Josti.e Jan Donner (r89r-r98r)
"grudgingly''gave in the short explanatory note accompanying his proposal
for the introduction of the blaspiremy law'a Donner' a Reformed Christian
andeminentiuristwholaterinhiscareerbecamepresidentoftheDutch
Supreme Court, cited two more examples that inspired him to draft 
the
Iturpfr"*y law, both taken from the same communist newsPaper-in Mr'
Donner,s words "a Dutch daily of anti-religious orientation'"s The first
example.wasa..repulsive''Cartoonentitled..Plansforinterventionare
crafted in heaven anã curried out on eartir-' (rnterventie-plannenwordenin de
hemel gesmeed, en op aarde uìtgevoerd) thatappeared on r9 January r93r' The
cartoon depicts a naked God in heaven *""tìttg a hat wit\the words "God
himself" written on it. God is depicted as saying: "I have discovered a new
poison gas with which we can d"stroy soviet-Russia entirely, my son"'A 
gas-
maskedJesusisseerrhangingonacrucifix,holdingalargetankof..Pacifrsm,'
in his hands. Referring ,ä ,ñ" tank, Jesus says: "Before we start, let us 
frrst
spread this powder 
".io$ the earth." The cartoon also 
pictures Petrus-also
wearingagasmask_holdingasignthatreads:..Thisyear,Godcanonlybe
contacted forwar affairsi, The other example Mr. Donner briefly mentioned
inhisexplanatorynotewasacartoonthatappearedon4Aprilrg3r,the
daybeforeEaster.ThiscartoonaccomPaniedanarticleentitled.Awaywith
Easter!,,(WegmethetPaasch.feest!).ItpicturesGodblowingaitatthesailsof
a h"arriþ urrãed sailing boat on its way to the Soviet Union. The sailing boat
is manned by people in top hats, suggesting that they belong to the uPPer
class of soci"ty, *ho are also blowing air at the sails'6
4 Parl. Doc., House of Rep', r93o/3t' no' 348' 3' r (footnote r)' Donner only 
cited the sentence "Christ
onthedunghill!,,inhisnote.Hedidnotwanttocitet}reother..fargraver',blasphemouscontent
from the newsPaPer article'
5 lbid.
6 The so-calle à centralevereenigtngvoor openbare Leeszalen,a government body responsible 
for the
supervisionofsubsidisedpubliclibrariesandpublicreadingrooms,ob|ectedtotheplacementof
editions or De Tnbuneat fubhc libraries and reading rooms on tle ground 
of "moral ha¡mfulness'"
Subsequently,thecommrrnistdailywasbannedftomthoseplaces.Indefendingthisdecision'
the Dutch minister of Education, Arts, a¡d Sciences, Jan Terpstra 
(1888-1952)' pointed out that
..an honest, reasonable defence of atheism or commrr¡ism', would not 
be banned from the pub}ic
readingrooms,yettheproblemwi¡hDeTríbunewasthe.disgustingmanner,,inwhichthisdailyhad
I
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InarareinsightDonnergaveintohisinnerself,herevealedthatthe
opinions 
"*pr"rrãd 
in De Tritune had deeply offended hi1.1nd that it was
,.å question-of consci"nce" whether he could make use of his powers 
as a
ministertoactagainstthis..vomitfromhell.,'TAndindeed,hecametothe
conclusion that the state had a role to fulfil here'8
Expressionslikethosecartoonsir-DeTribune'inwhich"ascorning'
abusive, or reviling manner is choseni'e were the target of the projected
law. The proposal ,"li"d heavily on the distinction between substance and
manner: "Contesting Theism 
"s "''ch' 
no matter how fiercely' is not at
issue; as long as, in ãer-s of manner' a certain line is not crossed' the 
law
remainsidlei'Mr-I)onnerargued''oAlthoughtheministerwaswillingto
..admit to a certain degree" that abusive remarks about the divine were 
rale
in Dutch society, thefwere nonetheless intolerable." The Netherlands 
was
" 
pr.ao*ir.antly Ch,istian nation at the time" and in "a State in which 
God
is a_cknowledged in multiple waysj' public expressions "that directly scorn
God ... cannot be tolerated." According to Mr. Donner' "The public sphere
must be kel
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"repeatedly scorned a¡rd offended the religious feelings of a large number 
of our peoplel' See Pa¡l'
Doc. House of Rep', Debate of lz June 1931' 2754-2755'
7 Patl. Doc., House of Rep., Debate ol3rMray t93z' 2634'
I rbid.
9 Parl. Doc., House of Rep" tg3oþt, no' 348' 3' r'
roibid...EveryformofexpressionthatdoesnotscornorabuseGod,,wasoutsidethescopeofhis
legislativeproposal.Thesamewast}lecasefor..thoughtlessutterances',and.tursing.',obviously,
Donnerwasoftheopinionthattheboundarieshadbeencrossedinthearticlesan<lcartoons
that had appeared in D¿ Tribune.See Parl. Doc., House of Re p., t93ol3t, 
no. 348, 3, z. Donner's
separationofsubstanceandmannerechoesthefamousdistinctionmadebyLordColeridge,to
whom Donner refers in his discussion of comparative law. In Regina v. 
Romsay and Foote (1883) it
was decided ..that the mere denial of the truths of christianity does not 
amount to blasphemy; but
awilfr¡IintentiontoPervert,insult,andmisleadothersbymeansoflicentiousa¡rdcontumeiious
abuseappliedtosacredsubiects,orbywilfulmisrepresentationsorartfulsophistrycalculatedto
mislead the ignorant and unwary, is the criterion and test of guilt; a]]d supposing 
that the decencies
ofcontroversywereobserved,eventhefundamentalsofreligionmightbeattacked.',Donnercites
this decision in parl. Doc., Senate, rg3r/rg3 2, no. 34, Eindverslag der 
commissie van Rapporteurs'
6 October rg3z, 4-TheEnglish blasphemy law is discussed in chapter 3 of 
this volume'
11 Pa¡I. Doc., House of Rep., rg3ol3r, trc' 348, 3' t'
rz In r93o, roughly 8o-9o per cent of the people were a-frliated with a branch 
of Christianity' See
Ronald van der Bie, 'Kerkelijkheid en kerkeliike diversiteit' r889-zoo8," in: centraa] Bureau 
voo¡
deStatistiek[centralbureauo{statistics], Religieøanhetbeglnvandexsteeeuw(report),r4.
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must be kept pure from such forms cf expression."'3 Not criminalising
scornful blasphemywould limit {reedom in Donner's view:
Freedom of religion in the broad sense is a fruit of our historical
development that we should be proud of' But in order to protect this
freedom of thought as one of our highest national goods' action in
this field is required. No good can continue to exist, whose abuse goes
unpunished. When freedãm of thought leads to debauchery it will be,
in ihe interest of freedom itself, forcefully opposed''o
The minister felt that somebody who "scornfully contests another's religion,
arrogates that persons religious beliefs" and thus "utters his hurtful opinion
in the other Person's sPhere""s
Despite the brevity of the legislative proposal and 
-its accompanying
explanatory note-together they comprised no more than two pages-it
pråook"d .iivelyparliJmentary reaction' A committee composed of members
ãf rfr" House of Representatives-the lower house of Parliament (Tweede
Kamer)-issued a preliminary report roughly two and a half months after the
lu* 
-u, propor"d. This inventory of the parliamentarians' 
attitudes revealed
" 
rr.r-b", of objections to the criminalisation of scornful blasphemy'
One obiection was an empirical one' Not all representatives were
convinced-as claimed by Mr. Donner-of the systematic nature of the
..anti-religious propagarrdå;' ,ro, was there consensus about the ability of
society to".orrni", thã contested utterances without having to resort to the
criminal law.'6
A second type of objection raised the argument of equality' To outlaw
"scornful blasphemy" *as p,oblematic because' it was argued' blaspheming
the tenets of other religious groups might not be much more than vindicating
one's own religious p'rit.ipt"t'; It was suggested that the non-religious
PARLIAMENTARY RECEPTION
r3 Parl. Doc., House of Rep., r93o/3r, no' 348,3' z'
r4 ibid.
15 lbid. See also Parl' Doc. House of Rep', tg3tþz' no' 34' 1' +'
16 Pa¡1. Doc., House of Rep-, r93ol3r, no' 348' 4' 3'
q Lbid.,3,4.
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were often the target of abusive speech'-The issue 
was raised whether the
frequent defamation 
"i r."t¿tra irinciples 
or saying that "non-belief is a
plague" should U" p'"'i'ftuUl"'" i""""1 -"*b"'s o1 Parliament adduced
that it w.as a rig' of ;rrrbearable self-conceit" -alter all, the proposer 
of
the law was a chris;ia;-to protect by law only the {eelings 
of christian
believers *nir" ,to,tl'"itglo'-t' people could be freely exposed 
to grave
vilification. These representatives were of the opinion 
that the blasphemy
law contradicted the neutrality of the state and it at utl 
varieties of thought
should be equally entitled to legal protection. Instead 
of legai suppression'
these members viewed moral education as the appropriate 
response to the
scorning of beliefs''e
The legal technicalities of the proposal gave ground 
fo1 a lpa obfection'
"Because of a wide dì"""ity of opi"iå"'" tt"t "*i't"d in the 
Netherlands on
what exactly¿id u"Jãi¿ 
"ot "o""it"te 
"blasphemyi-T"Tb"t: of Parliament
feared too much fudicial subiectivity.,. Th" läwwo,rld 
either be inapplicable
to concrete .ur., 
"a-uii, 
or it ïould i".d to inconvenient trials' The publicity
surroundingthosetrialswouldonlybroadcasttheblasphemousutterance,
whichwouldaddinsulttoinjury'"Moreover'therewasagreatconsensus
betweenbothproponentsandopPonentsaboutthebill'sambiguity.Thebill
did not clearly id"";;;; 
'"u;åi tn" blasphemy 
law yu'sh1to protect' was
it God? Or was it the religious feelings ofþeople? And what 
about mocking
Jesus? The explanatory note mentione.d 
ihut "i" a State in which God is
acknowledg"d i" ;;ìiipl" *uyrJ' public expressions "that directly scorn
God ... cannot be toleratedl' whiãh '""-å to imply the 
protection of
God,s image u.ra 
'"p,ri"tion. 
yet the minister also spoke of "the severe insult
to the feelings of itt" vast majority of our p"opl"; t|1 fria been done by
utterances such as the blasphemous cartoo* trr"t had 
inspired him to draft
thebill.Itwasthisambiguitythatraisedmuchuncertaintyabouttheaim
andscopeoftheblasphemylaw'"some,alsoarguedthatitwasimpossibleto
blaspheme G.d, bJ;; áe notion of "God," .irh"th"t spiritual or personal'
wasmetaphyri."tu"¿existedoutsideworldlysociety'O11"*arguedthat
it would be impossible to establish an objective standard for 
"blasphemy"
and feared that
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and feared that scientifrc opinions could also be affecteci by the law.'3 The
minister's argument that the blasphemer "utters his hurtful opinion in the
believer's ,pt 
"r"" 
was metwith criticism from some members of Parliament;
they considered it to be "highly art\fr'c\al!'"a
Notwithstanding these Ãiections, there were also strong voices in favour
of the proposal. This appraisal was largely due to the connection between
Cod, ,åt" power and morality. For example, it was proclaimed that
In a State in which God is acknowledged, in which God is recognized
also as the ultimate foundation of the Power of Government' ... acts
that this law seeks to punish violate public order, which Government
has a duty to preserve. Public Blasphemy, insofar as it taunts or scorns
God, breaches the moral order that, regarding our attitude towards
the Highest Sovereign, ought to be maintained in a Christian nation'
Prohibiting ,"orrrfrf blurph"-y thus relates to the protection of the
State's foundations, but Jso extends to preserving the moral order in
a Christian society' to keeping debauchery within reasonable bounds'
tohaltingtheworstdegeneration,tocounteringthedeepestdecline"s
DONNE{S RESPONSE AND FURTHER PARLI'AMENTARY DEBATE
At the end of rg3r Donner replied to Parliament's observations in his
'Answering Note;' (Mem otie uan Anfinoord)' He affirmed that' in his view'
blasphemous utterances were indeed so systemically present-in nature in
outch society that a law against them was justified.'6 As for the argument
of equaliry Dorrrr., "firmlyã"nied" that his law was discriminatory in that it
favoured religion o,r"r norr-b"lief. He made clear that his legislative proposal
z3 Ibid., 5.
z4 Ibid.,8.
z5Ibid.,6.Otherrepresentativesregalded"therelatronbetweenGovernmentaldGod'whoisthe
sourceo{itsPowera¡dthenecessaryfounc{ationoflawandmoralorder,..asthelegalbasisfor
theproposal,Thislegalbasisanchorsinnatureandreason,whichobligetheStatetoprotectand
secure religion with the force of 1aw .. . This duty could iustif! in certain instances the State taking
actionagainstBlasphemy.Indoingso,theStatedoesnotofferlegalprotectiontoGod'butitfulfrlsa
natural duty and enforces the foundation of its moraÌ order." See Par1. Doc" House of Rep'' r93o/3r'
no. 348, 4,6.
z6 Parl. Doc., House ofRep., r93rl32, no' 34, 1,1'
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Soughtnottocombatstatementsoffensivetoreligiousfeelingsíngeneral
but only those that ìMere uttered in a manner that "scorn the Person of
God.l,'z Therefore, questions about the defamation of socialist principles 
or
of non-belief were irrelevant to Donner, since the bill did not seek to punish
thosewhoarguedthat..religionistheopiumofthepeople''orstatements
of a similar nature''s T,h" v"iy specific 
"tt"'""""' Mr' Donner 
had in mind
simplycouldnotbecomparedwittrothertypesofexpression:theutterances
his law sought to ban -å" of a "unique chaìacter."'e Donner also addressed
th" p"r""iäd ..ambiguity,, of his proposal. while "unable to hide his
disappointment abooithis perceptionj, he stated that, as a matter of "factual
pU".rä*"rronj, the blasphemous utterances were "scoînful of Godj' but that
ïfr" t"ga basis of the pråpor"l lay in "the insult to religious feelings"'r" As for
the worries 
""pr"rr"ä bi ,o*" 
parliamentarians that scientific views about
God and religion corrld úe affecied by the blasphemy tt* Yt Donner made
clearthatnoteverystatementdishonouringGodfellwithjnthescopeof
hislaw.onlythoseutteredina..scorningmanner''would-beprohibited,
and, as ..scientific opinions and accounts ãf honest convictions never take
suchform,"thefearthatscientificopinionscouldbepunishablewasdeemed
unrealistic.3, Moreover, he argued that defamation of "the Person of christ"
was covered by his blasphem| law, since "the Person of Christ is one of the
Persons of the HolY TrinitY"'3'
The proposal for the biasphemy law was discussed over the next year in
multiple sessions in both the House of Representatives and the upper house
of Parliament, the Senate (Eerste Kamerj' As could be expected from the
earlier responses, the bill ràceived both praise and criticism' Mr' Visscher
(r864-r9,
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z7 1t:i'd.,3.
z8 lbid., r.
z9 lbid. See also: Parl. Doc., Senate,1931/19321no'34' Eindverslagder Commissievan Rapporteurs'
6 October 1932, z.
3o Parl. Doc., House of Re p', rg3tþz, no' 34' L' 2' 3' Donner also made this explicit 
in: Parl' Doc"
House of Rep., Debate of 3r May tg3z, z63o (Het ontwerp beoogt niet snaþaar te stellen de
godslastenng als zoodanig, moor de krenhing van god-sdienstige gevoelens door 
de smalende godslastering;
het treft eenbepaaldenvormvankrenhíngvan goùsdienstige gevoelens' Dezakelíjhe omschriivingdaawan
isdesmalendegodsiostenng,maardehrenhingvangodsdienstigegevoelensisderechtsgtondvande
straþePaling.).
3r Parl. Doc., House ofRep., l93r/32, no' 34' 1' 3'
3zlbid.,4.AscorningimageoftheMotherofGod,..a]thoughitwouldundoubtedlyhurtreligious
feeÌings," was not conceived to be covered by the proposal'
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þ864-tg47) argued in favour: "When Theism speaks so loud in our social
conscience that it resounds in our laws in many ways, when thousands of
people, however they may differ in philosophy of life, are moved by His
Name, in whom we live and act, ".. then blaspheming that Name must be
punishable."33 Others disagreed for a variety of reasons. The elusive nature of
"religion" and "God" were reasons for Mr. Eerdmans (rB68-r948) to oppose
the blasphemy law "The conception of God is different for a theist, for a
deist, or for a pantheist," he argued.3a "Religion is a personal conviction.
One only ever accepts one's own religion as true. After all, if one did not
recognise the truth of one's own religion or favoured a different religion, one
would either wish to practise no religion at all or adopt that other religion.
This means that the religious expression of one person is liable to constitute
offence to another's religious feeling.'3s This view was endorsed by Mr.
Eerdmans' colleague, Henri Marchant (1869-1956), who was also against
the proposal: "The orthodox has a different understanding of God from
the non-orthodox. The Jew has a different understanding of God flom the
Christian. The conception of God is different for Catholics and Protestants."36
Furthermore, it was claimed that the blasphemy law would turn out to be
counterproductive,3T that it was incomprehensible-"Is it desirable that
our Criminal Code would allow God to be blasphemed, yet prohibit Him
from being scornfully blasphemed-that it would create many problems
of interpretation-"What are 'religious feelings'? ... Don't we already have
enough vague concepts like 'compunctions,' 'conscientious objections,' and
'grave conscientious objections'?":s-and that it would be difficult to explain
why some anti-religious speech would be illegal while other types would not
be covered by the blasphemy law-for example, defaming Mother God or
the mass.3e It was even argued that the proposal should never have reached
33 Parl. Doc., House of Rep., Debate of z6 }ll.ay rg3z, 2592.
34 lbid.,2585.
35 lbid.
36 Parl. Doc., House of Rep., Debate of z7 May 1'932,26o8.
37 Parl.Doc.,HouseofRep-,Debateofz6May: .g3z,z5S4,z5B5.SeealsoParl.Doc.,HouseofRep.,
Debate of z7 May 1932, 26o6. This was also underlined by the communist representative Mr.
Wiinkoop, who argued that "the consequence of this law will be that we will become better known
by the working classes." See Parl' Doc., House of Rep., Debate of z6 May tg3z' z6o3'
38 lbid.,2586.
39 Ibid.,2589.
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parliament, since it created ,,a mazeof theological imaginations" that could
not be satisfactorily discussed during parliamentary proceedings'a"
As one might expect, fi"'"" Çposition also came from the Dutch
Communist Party. Mr. Wijnkoop þ876-tg4r)' who freqlently cited Lenin
in his speeches, saw the blásphemy law primarily as a tool use.d by capitalists
to blur the vision of the L"""' ""á to "knock down the 
communist
movement."+' The true reason wþ this law was proposed' according to
Wijnkoop,was..tocombatthecommunistdailyDeTribune,theinstrument
of international communism that represents its ideas."a' "we fight against
all those obscurities, against superstition' and against enslavement 
to the
Supreme Being to use tf," -u""' and to suPPress ú" Ï3-tk:*.and peasants;
that is what needs to be eliminated. This is the reality. we do it 
because it is
more sacred to us than all the other sanctities discussed by these 
gentlemen
here."a3
Perhapssomewhatsurprising,theorthodoxReformedProtestantParty-
Staatt<unàig Gereþrmeeran f*ãi(SGP)-atso objected to the blasphemy
U* ,fr" pîobl"- for this party ias that the scope of the proposed law was
too narrow, since it ,o"gtn to criminalise only scornful blasphemy instead
ofblasphemyassuch.++-*TheLordmustbehonouredandidolatrymustbe
fought against," according to Mr' Zandt.(r88o-r96r)'-t Ï" blasphemy law
as it was proposed *u,, i'ihi' eyes, "a toleration of the idolatry of Rome"'+6
nrrentualiy, the proposed biasphemy law was adopted by both Houses
ofParliament.TheHouseofRepresentativesadoptedthebillbyasmall
majoriLy-4g votes to 44q-whLle the Senate did so with z8 members voting
for and rB against it.ou ihe blasphemy law entered into force on r December
1932. Mr.
satisfactio:
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4o lbid.,2584.
4t 1bid.,2597.
4z lbid.
43 lbid., z6oo.
44 Parl.Doc., House of Rep', Debate of z7 May tg3z'26r9' Also in: Parl' 
Doc' Howe of Rep'' Debate of
rJrne tg3z,2653.
45 Pari. Doc., HouseofRep.' Debate ol3tMaytg3z'2646'
+6 lbid.
47 PaÃ.Doc., House of Rep', Debate of r June r93z' 2654'Tine House of 
Representatives had roo seats
at the time (currentlY r5o seats)'
48 Parl. Doc., Senate, Debate of 3 November 1932' 4g'The Senate had 5o 
seats at the time (currently
75 seats).
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The first trial under the blasphemy law took place on 3o May 1933'so On that
day, Mr. Hillenaar and Mr. van den Heuvel, two members of the sociaol-
Democratische Arbeíderspartiipolitical party stood trial before the Almelo
District court. They were accused of being involved in the distribution of
about r,5oo copies of a manifesto that, accordingto the public prosecutog fell
within th" ,.op" of Article 147 fro. r of the criminal code.s' The manifesto
called God, among other things, "an ineffective obiect of propagandd'-een
ondo elmatig pr op aganda - obj e cl. The prosecutor reque sted that the c ourt fi ne
the accused the sum of zá guild"rr.t' Ho-"ver, the court's iudgement of
13 June 1933 was in favour of the accused. The court acquitted Mr' Hillenaar
because it could not be proven that he had distributed or had arranged
for the distribution 
-verspreíden of doen verspteiden-of 
the manifestos"
while there was sufficient evidence that the other defendant, Mr. van den
Heuvel, had distributed the manifestos, he was "discharged"-ontslagen
van rechtsvervolglngs3-and was not sentenced. According to the court'
the blasphe-y tu* did not apply to the mere spreading of opinions' After
all, article r47 11o. r criminalised him who "erpresses himself by scornful
blasphemy in a manner offensive to religious feelings." The court reasoned
rg3z. rr. Donner described the adoption of his bill as "one of the greatest
satisfactions" of his time as a minister of justice'ae
THE FIRST TRIALS BASED ON THE BLASPHEMY LAW
49 See Parl. Doc., Flouse of Rep., Debate of 3r }1.ay tg3z' 2634'
5o..Smalendegodslastering.Eerstevervolgingvolgensart.r4Tw.v.s.,"inDeTelegaaf,zoMaytg33'3;
,.Eerste overt¡eding van het godslasteringswetie," in Algemeen Handelsblad,3r May 1933, 6; 
"Eerste
vervolging op grond van het Godslaste¡ingswetie," inHetVolk' 3r }{ay 1933' z'
5r..EersteveroolgingopgrondvalhetGodslasteringswetje'S'DA.P.bestuurdersuitLonnekerstaa¡
terecht,,, in HetVolþ,3r May 1933, z; ..Eerste overtreding van het godslasteringswetie,', in Algemeen
HondeLsblad,3r MaY 1933' 6.
5z .,Eerste vewolging op grond van het Godslasteringswetie. s.DA.P.-bestuu¡ders uit l 
onneker staar
terecht," in H¿ú Volh'3r}./.aY 1933, z.
53Seeforanexplanatìonofthislegalterma¡dhowitdiffersftom..acquittal,,inDutchcrimina]law:
PeterJ.P'Tak,TheDutchCriminollusticeSysfem(Nijmegen:Wo}fLegalPublishers,zooS),roz_ro3
(,.The accused is to be acquitted when the essential facts charged are not proven by the evidence
presented. A dischatge of the accused takes place when the facts charged are proven, 
but do not
constitute a criminal offence, or when the offender is not liable due to a iustification or 
exculpation
defence.").
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that..whereSomeoneisnottheauthorofawrittenwork,itisnecessaryfor
that person to identify himself with the content of the work 
in some way' for
example by signatur"f i" o'd"' to fall within the scope of Article t47 
no' t'54
Thecourtdidnotaddresswhetherornotthestatementsinthemanifesto
constituted "scornfu l blasphemy"'ss
Onr5June1933,t*oauy''uftertheAlmeloDistrictCourt'sdecision'
the Rotterdam District Co"'i decided a case in which the prosecutor 
had
requested the court ã 
'""t""t" the defendant 
to one month in prison's6 In
this case a 341ear-old sailor had to aPPear in court 
for peddling a brochure
entitled "The Netherlands, God, and Orange 
" 
-N e der-land' G o d en Or ani e'The
accused was caught on 3 Decembet t93z'-only two days after the 
blasphemy
law had become effective.sT The writer of tú" brochure-freethinker 
and
public atheist Anton Levien constandse (r899-r9s5)-could not be held
accountablesincethebrochurehadbeenwrittenbeforetheblasphemylaw
hadenteredintoforce'ssAsMr.Constandsesgrecalledinanarticlehewrote
in tgTg,he had written the brochure "with remarkable anger and vicious
uggr.riion:'6o The Passage that was the focus of the trial 
read:
And how is God doing? At least 20 per cent of the Dutch people 
are no
longer affiliated with"a church' u"á 
'o 
per cent at most attend church
54..Smalendegodslastering,',inAlgemeenHandeìsblod,l4June1933,4.(lndienmennietzelfdeauteur
vanhetgeschríftß,tochzelzernoodiglsdatopeenigewljze'bijv.dooronderteeheningblijht,datmenzich
met den inhoud van het geschnft vereenifi ' ' ') '
55 "Beschuldigd uan s-'te"d" godslastering' Vrijspraak en 
ontslag van rechtsvervolging"' in De
Telegaaf , 4 Jul:,e 1933, 4-
56..Godsiasteringi,in:DeTelegroof,r6June1933,6;..Eenbrochuremetgodslasterli¡keinhoud.Tweede
geval voor de rechtbank, thans te Rotterdam behandeld"' 
in De Telegtaaf' z June 1933' 6; "Tweede
Godslasteringsproces," in Hef Vrrlh' r June' 3'
5T "Godslastering. Nog geen veroordeling"' in L eeuworder 
Courant' 16 June 1933; "Een brochure met
godslasterliikeinhoud.Tweedegevalvoorderechtbank,tharrsteRotterdambehandeld]'inDø
Telegaaf, z June 1933, 6'
53..Eenbrochuremetgodslasterliikeinhoud.Tweedegevalvoorderechtba¡k,tha-rrsteRotterdam
behandeld," inDeTelegroaf' z June 1933' 6'
59AntonConstandsewasoneofthemostimportantatheistauthorsinDutchhistory.Seeonhiswork:
..Constandse,AntonLieven,,,inPaulCliteurandDirkVerhofstadt,HetAthei.stischWoordenboek
(Anwerp: Houtekiet, (zor5)'77-78'His most importantworks are A'L' Consta¡dse'Grondslagen
vanhetatheïsme(Rotterdam:N.H'Luguis&Zonen,ryz6)andDezelfverníetingvanhetpl<,testantisme
(Rotterdam: N.H' Luigies & Zonen' 19z6)'
6oAntonConstandse,"Eengevaìvangodslasteringi'inDeGids'42(rg79)4oz'
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for
for
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sto
regularly. That is why they have decided to support the apparently
weakened Old Lord by punishing anybody who speaks "scornfully" of
him! Our Christian ministers aïe so convinced of God's impotence
(despite the millions in subsidies!) that they rushed to his aid, hoping
that the old Dutch God will, both civilly and militarily, be able to exert
himself again! His religious enterprise, however, is failing hopelessly.u'
Despite the prosecutor's request for a relatively harsh sentence, the sailor was
discharged on the same grounds as in the first trial, namely that he had not
expressed any blasphemous opinion; he had only distributed the brochure.6'
On 16 August Lg34 a new provision of the criminal law entered into
force: Article ,47u.u, In short, this provision made it illegal to distribute or
publicly display blasphemous material.6a
A conviction for blasphemy did take place on 15 June 1934, when a
"radical socialist" was fined 3o Dutch guilders. The socialist had during a
public appearance made statements about religion that were largely "beyond
the reach of" A¡ticle r4T no r. due to his "tactful choice of words"6s-
largely, but not completely, since he also stated that'A God that created the
tubercle bacillus is not a God, but a criminall'66 On zo September Lg34, a
member of the National Socialist Movement was convicted in Rotterdam for
displaying one of the cartoons that had inspired the Minister of Justice to
draft the blasphemy law-the one about God saying he had discovered a new
poison gas.67 The accused, who was a devout Christian, had put the image,
accompanied by a caption that read "Such a thing is allowed in Holland!"-
Zooiets mag in Holland!-behind a window because he had wanted to show
how "God and His Son are abused nowadays in politics."68 The judge
convicted on the basis of Article 4z9bis of the Criminal Code and, taking the
6r lbid.; Robert Baelde, Studiën over Godsdíenstdelícten (The Hague: Martinus Nijhotr, 1935), zz8 zz9,
also partialiy in "Godslastering. Nog geen veroordeling," in Leeuwarder Ct¡urant, 16 June 1933.
6z Robert Baelde, Sfudien over Godsdíenstdelicten (The Hague: Martinus Niihoff, ry35), zzg.
63 See http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBRooor854/TweedeBoek/TitelV/Artikeir47a./
geldigheidsdatu m 
_zt- o t - zot 6 I informatie.
64 Staatsblad rg3+, no. 4o5 (Bulletin of Acts and Decrees).
65 Robert Baelde, Studiän r¡ver Godsdienstdelicten (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, ry35),42.
66 Ibrd.,234.
6T "Godslasterendeafbeeldingvoorhetraam,"inHetVaderland,zrSeptemberrg34,z;"Godslastering.
N.S.B.-er veroordeeld," in D¿ Tijd, zr September 1934.
68 rbid.
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good intentions of the accused into consideration' fined him 5 guilders'6e
on z3 June 1963 a columnist for the magazine Ptopric cures was convicted
and fined for writing, amongst other things, that Jesus was a "demagogue"
and an "amateur ombudsman"'7"
However, the trial that turned out to be the maior turning point in the
historyoftheDutchblasphemylawwasthecaseagainstDutchnovelist
Gerard Kornelis van het R""" (t923-zoo6)' who later in his life became
known as Gerard Reve.
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In 1966 Van het Reve was brought before the court of Amsterdam for
breach of Article L47 no.r of the outch Criminal Code. Van het Reve, in the
NetherlandsgenerallyconsideredtobeoneofthegreatestDutchnovelists
of the post_sàond world war era,7, faced charges ovef two pieces of writing
that thl public prosecutor considered to be scornful blasphemy'
ThefirstpiecewasaletterVanhetRevehadwrittentohisbank,which
was publishËd i' th" Dutch magazine "Dialogue"-Dialoog-in rÇ65'zz 1'6it
letter, entitled "Letter to my Bank'-Brief aan miin Banh-was in essence
a request to his bank to transfer 4oo Dutch guilders to him' In the ietter'
sent from the Spanish town of Algeciras' Van het Reve gave an account of
some of his daily experiences in Spain, accompanied by a mixture of poetry
imagination 
"rrå ,"i"r"nces 
to Jesus' In a part where Van het Reve wrote
.boit his love for animals, the letter contained a Passage that read:
If God again surrenders himself in Living Dust' he- shall return
asadonkey,atmostcapableofformulatingafewsyllables'under-
appreciatei, maligned åd beaten, but I shall understand Him and
immediatelygoto"bedwithHim,butlshalltiebandagesaroundHis
SEX, GOD, AND A DONKEY: THE TRIAL OF GERARD KORNELIS VAN
HET REVE
69 ìbid.
7o Amsterdam District court, judgment of z3 lune 1965, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:\}65:AB57z7 
(in Dutch)'
7r The other two are Wilìem Frederik Hermans (r9zr-r995) and Harry Mulisch 
(tgz7-zoto)'
Togethertheyaretypicallyreferreð,toasDeGroteDrie(..TheBigThree,,)ofDutchpost-Second
World Wa¡ literature.
TzSeeJanFekkes,DeGodvonjetante'Ofwelhet9zel-ptocesvanGetardKomelßvanhetReve
(Amsterdam, De Arbeiderspers, 1968)' 16'
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,il: ...a.r . 
';
tiny hooves, so that I wont get too scratched if He flounders when he
comes.73
This letter prompted a priest and a reformed minister to write a joint letter
to the magazine in which they complained about this passage. Although
they praised Van het Reve's work in general, they found it incomprehensible
that the editors or Dialoog had published the "blasphemous and repulsive"
passage.Ta In response, Van het Reve explained that what he had written was
simply his imagination of God:
Everyone is entitled to their own conception of God, and, if they are so
inclined, to the freedom to share it. I, for example, imagine our Saviour
the way J see and experience Him ... Many people wish to imagine
Him with his hair way too long, parted in the middle and drenched in
brilliantine, garbed in a white dress with an embroidered collar, and
preferably without genitals, or, at least, without sexual activity ... Yet,
for me the Son of God had quite well-proportioned genitals, which he
decisively refused to let rust awayi I imagine Him as being bisexual,
although with a predominant homosexual tendency, slightly neurotic,
but without hatred towards any creature, because God is the Love that
cannot exclude any creature from Himself. This is my image of God's
Son. I do not want to force it upon anyone, but I am also unwilling to
have another, no matter whom, take it away from me.7s
Van het Reve also disparaged the accusation of "blasphemy." Pondering
about the Second Coming, Van het Reve admitted that the "chances of
Him appearing as a Donke¡ not to mention also wanting to have sex with
me, are, of course, very small, but anything is possible with God. It seems
blasphemous to me to exclude a priori anyway in which God may incarnate
and how he would behave."76 He subsequently wrote that
7] The entire passage wÍìs longer, yet the public prosecutor considered only this part to fall within t.lie
definition of "scornful blasphemy."
74 IanFekkes,DeGodvanjetante.OfwelhetEzel-procesvanGerardKomelisvanhetReve(Amsterdam,
De Arbeidersperc, t968), z4-25.
75 Ibid.,27.
76 lbid.,z6.
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The word ..blasphemyi' as used by many christians in this country has
about the same *""ning as, for example' the word "provocation" has
to communists. Just as communists employ the word "provocation'
for every political action or expression that goes againsf their system
of t"rror, so do self-described Christians utilise the word "blasphemy"
foreveryconceptionofGodthatdoesnotsuittheirsystemofterroror
the one-way street of their so-called Christian tolerance'n
van het Reve's initial article in Dialoog-the letter to his bank-together
with his subsequent response to the priest and the reformed minister
inspired ,"pr"r"rrtutive Van Dis (1893-r gß) to ask the government whether
it intended to instigate criminal proceedings against van het Reve- van Dis
considered Van het Reve's remarks to be "of a blasphemous' immoral' and
even satanic nature, and thus extremely offensive to the religious feelings of
many of our peoPle-"za
TL" ,".orrd piece of writing that got van het Reve in trouble was a letter
entitled .,Lettei from The HÀ,rs. named The Grass" 
-Bríef uit Het Huís'
genaamd Het Gras-.that appeared in his novel "Nearer to You"-Nader tot
"u_i' 1966.Inthis particulu, purr.g", van het Reve fantasised about kissing
and harrirrg sexwith God, who would appear to him as a "one-year-old mouse
grey donkey''7e
van het Reve was prosecuted, and he stood trial before the district court
of Amsterdam on zo october tg66.8" It was a highly anticipated, lengthy
court day: theologians, writers and journalists watched van het Reve explain
his work,8' and four expert witnesses were heard during the day-a reformed
professor specialisingin Christian ethics, a professor of the exegesis of the
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77 lbid., z6-27.
78 Pai'. Doc., House of Rep., Question of zz Fel:ruary 1966'
79 Jan Fekkes, De God van ie tante. Ofwe; het Ezel-prttces van Gerard Kornelís van het Reve 
(Amsterdam'
De ArbeidersPers, r968), 33.
go van het Reve wanted the triaÌ as well, since he wanted to clea¡ himself of the accusations of
blasphemy. See: Jan Jacobus Abspoel, Studenten, m<x>rdenaars en ander volh. Kntische kanttekeningen
vaneenofficiervonjustitte(Ede:L'J'Veen, Lg79)'æ;JanFekkes'DøGodvonietante'OfwelhetEzel-
proces v(rn Gerord. Kornelis van het Reve (Amsterdam, De Arbeiderspers' 1968), 16, 34; "lvferlcvaardige
rechtszitting over ,,godslastering"' f' roo'- boete geëist tegen Van het Reve"' in D¿ Waotheid'
zr October 1966,3.
gr Jan Fekkes, De God van je tante. ofwel het Ezel-proces van Gerord. Kornelis van het Reve (Amsterdam'
De fubeiderspers, 1968), 3r.
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New Testament, a professor of literary studies, and a psychiatrist. During the
trial Van het Reve defended his work largely along the lines of his response
in the magaziteDialoog.When the judge asked him about his ideas, Van het
Reve said that when he imagined God's incarnation, he did so "in the shape
of the most loveable creature that I know. That creature doesn't need to be
a human being. It could be a lamb, but donkeys are even more endearing to
me." Every human being desires an intimate relationship with the deity, Reve
claimed. And he added that for him this relationship had a sexual component
to it.8, Asked if he found the described acts perverse, Van het Reve said that
there are 1marry opinions about what is perverse and what is not; suppose
the animal appreciated the act, would it be immoral in that case?"83 Van het
Reve also explained that for him sexuality is as holy as religion. The two are
"indissolubly linked to each other. A sexless God is unthinkable for me. That
would be blasphemy to me."8a
The public prosecutor, Mr. Jan lacobus Abspoel Q935-tg87), did not hide
his lack of enthusiasm for the blasphemy law under which he prosecuted
Van het Reve. During the trial he revealed that as a secondary school student
he had protested against the blasphemy law, and he calied the law "hideous."
But he also said that as a public prosecutor he had to enforce the law as
it was-and that, in his opinion, it had been broken by van het Reve.8s
This being the case, he requested the court to fine Van het Reve roo Dutch
guilders.
The Amsterdam District court delivered its verdict on 3 November 1966.
It turned out to be a decision that satisfied neither the prosecutor nor Van
het Reve. The court discharged Van het Reve because, although jt considered
the passages to be blasphemous, they were not "scornful" (smalend). The
court was not convinced that the passages wele of a purely ieering nature'
which the court considered necessary to convict Van het Reve of breach of
Article :'47 r,o. r of the Criminal Code.B6
8z lbid.,34.
83 Ibid.,35.
84 lbid.,36.
g5 Ibid., g5. In his memoi¡es Mr. Abspoelwrote that he had had always regarded the blæphemy law
as a poìitical instrument from the r93os. See Ja¡ iacobus Abspoel, Studenten, mL;r¡rdenaars en ander
vollz.Kritischehanttekeníngenvaneenoficiervan justítie (Ede: L'J'Veen, 1979)' 8r'
86 Ja¡ Fekkes, De Godvan je tante. Ofwel het Ezel-prttces von Gerard Kornelß vonhet Reve (Amsterdam,
De Arbeiderspers, 196B), 93.
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Both Van het Reve and the public prosecutor appealed the decision,
the first because he wanted an acquittal, the second because he was after a
conviction. van het Reve had ditched his trial lawyer and defended himself
during his appeal.87 The appeal was not about new facts, but only about the
existing facts' legal qualification.Bs In a brief decision, the Court of Appeal
proclaimed that it could not be proven that Van het Reve's passages were
scornfully blasphemous and acquitted him.8s The court reasoned that it "was
not demonstrated that the defendant had intended to revile or scorn God, or
in any way to express contempt for God."so
Finall¡ the Dutch Supreme Court declared the complaint against the
appellate court's judgment inadmissible, thereby making Van het Reve's
acquittal final. In its judgment the supreme court referred to a notable
feature of the parliamentary debate of 3r May 1932. During this debate,
Minister of Justice Donner had said that "the term'scornful' clearly entails a
subjective element, namely the intention of the scorner to bring down the,
posited as existent, highest supreme Being"-de bedoelíngvan den smalende
het als reëel gestelde opperwezen neer te halen.s' The supreme court concluded
from this that "the term'scornful'does not solely describe a certain manner
of expression that is hurtful to religious feelings." When applied to Van
het Reve's case, the court was of the opinion that in order to violate the
blasphemy law it was insufficient for an author to express himself in such a
manner that others were bound to be hurt in their religious feelings.e,
87 On zg September 1967 Va¡r het Reve wrote in a personal letter to his publisher-Geert van
oorschot- that he was terribly upset with his lawyer, caìling him "incompetent." He was a.lso
angry at Van Oorschot for not-partly-paying his legal fees, which amounted to the rather large
sum of 4.685 Dutch guilders. see Gerard Reve and Geert varl oorschot, Bnet'wßseling tg5t-rgg7
(Amsterdam: G.A. varr Oorschot, 2oo5), letter no. 388.
88 Jan Fekkes, De God van je tante. Ofwel het Ezel-proces van Gerard Komelis vanhet Reve (Amsterdam,
De Arbeiderspers, i968), rr4.
89 Ibid., r53-r54.
9o Ibid., r54.
9r Parl. Doc., House of Rep., Debate of 3r May ry32, 2632.
9z Jan Fekkes, De God van je tante. Ot'wel het Ezel-proces van Gerard Komelis van het Reve (Amsterdam,
De Arbeiderspers, 1968), r73. Curiously enough, no party in the discussion advanced the notion
that the blaspheme¡'s motivation is irrelevant, because blasphemy is simply a h uman nght. The
implication of a uriversal right to freedom of speech and freedom of religion is that this right
is not onìy there for the believer to proclaim his respect for t}le supreme being, but also for the
communist, atheist, freethinker to air his disrespect. Authors like Lucretius, Holbach, Paine,
LaMett¡ie, Marx, Russell, Hitchens, Dawkins and others have made it their mission to warn people
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THE AFTERMATH OF VAN HET REVE'S TRIAL
After van het Reve's trial the blasphemy law became basically obsolete or a
"dead letter."e3 The effect of this decision was that it more oI less rendered
the blasphemy law empty in its totality. Not only was the Public Prosecution
Service reluctant to engage in any kind of action, the public at large felt that
blasphemywas everyone's own business and not a matter for the government
or the law. one man's orthodox belief is another mans blasphemy.ea so the
only feasible attitude in a pluralistic society is toletance. That means the
acceptance that people may differ on religious matters'e5 The public was
satisfied that the blasphemy law had not led to a conviction of one of the
country,s most populir authors. Van het Reve even became somewhat of a
cult hero.
During the trial, his great talent for irony, pastiche and tricking his
audience came to the fore. He presented himself as a catholic, but was he
really? was he serious about what he said about his conception of God?
Nobådy could tell; and perhaps not even Van het Reve himself could
b" poritirr"ly sure about what his stance was' His great competitor and
critic among the modern novelists, Hatry Mulisch (r927-zoto)' wrote an
interesting Ãsay about this. He spoke of the "irony of irony'"06
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about the deleterious effects of religions belief-see the quotations from'AwaywitÏ ch¡istmas!" at
thebeginningofthischapter.onemaydisagreewiththis,butitwouldbeunfairtogivereligious
believers t¡e right to ventilate their ideas while denying this to others or expecting tlose others'
inâdels, to hide their motives. Their motive is, indeed, to facilitate the creation of a worid without
religious belief, or the transformation of religious beliefs into what John stuart Mill called "the
religionofHumanity":seeJoh¡StuartMiìl,ThreeEssaysonReligion(Amherst'NY:Prometleus
Books, 1998 (r874)).
93SeeB.A.M.va¡Stokkorn,HJ.B.Sackersandl-P.Wils,Gtldslos¿¿ring,discnminerendeuitíngenwegens
godsdienst enhøatuitíngen(The Hague: Boom Juridische uitgevers' zooT)' t-o6-tog'
94 This point ofview is well defended by leremy waid¡on, "Rushdie and Religion," first published
under the title "Too importart for Tact," in TheTimes Líterory supplement, ro March 1989, 248 and
z6o,andreprintedinJeremyWaldron,IiberalRights:CollectedPaperstgît.tggt(Cambridge/New
York: Cambridge University Press' 1993, 13+-143'
95 See on the history and the concept of tolera¡ce Henri Pena-Ruiz, "Toléralce," in Henri Pena-Ruiz'
D ictíonnaire omt¡ureux rfe Ia laicité ( Paris: Plon, zor4), 853 - 8 6r'
96 Harry Mulisch, Hetirrtnßchevandeironie: OverhetgevalG'I(vanhetReve (Antwerp: Manteau'
976),6o.ThiswasnotcriticismdirectedatReve'sblasphemousviews'butbecauseofsupposed
racist convictions. Reve was a provocateut pur.song and he also entered the stage with-among
,'
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Anyhow, Van het Reve had proved to be untouchable. Perhaps the most
likely comparison with a contemporary author would be the French novelist
Michel Houellebecq (b. 1956). Houellebecq, one of the most provocative
contemporary French authors,eT wrote a hilarious novel, Soumission, that
some commentators dubbed as "racist" or "islamophobic," but irony makes
the author impervious to criticism.es Houellebecq's protagonist claims, for
example, that there are some good sides to the submission to radical Islam
as well. Gradually he becomes convinced of the great prospects for men in a
polygamous culture, a well-paid position at the Sorbonne-financed by Saudi
capital-and other accoutrements. This is all very much in the tradition of
Van het Reve's irony as well.
Other Dutch authors followed in the footsteps of Van het Reve, and they
developed a highly critical stance towards traditional Christianity. His own
brother, Karel van het Reve (tgzr-rggg), was a case in point. Although a
professor at the University of Leiden, he wrote essays that were at times
provocative and deliberately jarring, according to some. One of these essays
was called "The incredible wickedness of the Supreme Being" (r985).ee This
was an essay in the style of Thomas Paine.'"o In The Ag" of Reason (rZg+)
Paine commented on the God of the Old Testament and he made clear that
this God was a supreme bully. There were many reactions to Van het Reve's
essa¡ and some people complained about the offensive tone of his diatribe.
Some of those reactions were published, and this gave Van het Reve the
opportunity for further comments, as always with great humour and manifest
writing skills. None of this gave rise to a prosecution. As we indicated, the
otlers-national-socialist symbols (the swastika) together with a sickle and a hammer to provoke
his audiencå.
97 See for his ideas in general Michel Houellebecq and Bernard-Hen¡i Lévy, Ennemis Publics (Grasset:
Flamma¡ion, zooS), translated into English as Public Ënemíes (London: Atlantic Books, zorr).
98 Michel Houellebecç Soumission (Paris: Flamma¡ion, zor5). Houellebecqwas also prosecuted on the
basis of earlier comments, elucidating certain passages from his novel Plateforme. He was acquitted
of all charges though: Sophie Masson, "The Strange Trial of Michel Houellebecq," in The Social
Contract, r 4l z, Winter zoo3l zoo 4.
99 Karel van het Reve, "De ongelooflijke slechtheid van het opperwezen", in NRC HandeLsblad, zo July
1985, also in Karel van het Reve, De ongelooflíjhe slechtheidvanhet opperwezen (Amsterdam: Van
Oorschot, rg87),7-zo.
rooThomas Paine,TheAgeof Reason(1794), inThomas Pat¡e,CollectedWritings (NewYork: The Library
of America, 1995), 665-885; James H. Smylie, "Clerical Perspectives on Deism: Paine's The Age of
Reason in Virginíal' inÛighteenth-Century Studies, 6/z (Winter, r97z-r973),2o3-22o.
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times were generally tolerant towards'not only religious dissension, but also
criticism of religion, even criticism with an offensive quality.'o'
IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF VAN HET REVE: A NEW GENERATION OF
POLEMICISTS
A great admirer of both Gerard Reve and his brother Karel van het Reve is
the Dutch novelist and journalist Theodor Holman (b. tgS:), who is also
important in the history of Dutch blasphemy. Holman continued the atheist
and secularist approach of Karel van het Reve, combined with-sometimes-
Gerard's irony. on z July 1gg4, Holman wrote in the darly Het Porool that
he still believed that all religions deserved to be severely criticised. And he
added: "I still believe that every 'Christian dog' (christenhond) is a criminal,
that praying is something childish, and that the church is a masquerade."
Holman was prosecuted on the basis of Article 47c of the Dutch Criminal
Code-the provision that prohibits'þroup defamation." Seventy-fi ve readers
of Hú Pqraol had declared themselves to have been (or felt) "insulted" by
Holman's comments.
Asked what the backdrop of his negative comments on Christianity
and Christians was, Holman declared: "Taken into consideration the way
the Pope refuses to accept the use of contraceptives in the struggle against
AIDS, I can also call the Pope a Christian dog." Holman was acquitted in first
instance and also in appeal proceedings.
Later his interest shifted to a new religion on European soil: Islam. In a
column of z 7 }|/ray zoo& he mocked the Amsterdam police force's plan to give
every policeman a Quran. Holman also criticised former Amsterdam mayor
(zoor-zoro) Job Cohen who, despite his Jewish background, was a firm
defender of multiculturalism and somewhat uncritical towards the spread of
radical Islam in his city. Cohen was often mocked in the Netherlands because
of his declared intention to go and "have tea'with Islamists. Holman and the
mayor were often at loggerheads. But this plan to give every police officer
the holy book of Islam as some sort of gesture of goodwill was, of course, also
an ideal opportunity for satire. In a caustic commentary completely in the
sryle of Houellebecq, Holman lets one of the servicemen say to the police
ror See for a portrait of the Netherlands in the r96os James C. Kenned¡ Nieuw Babylon in aonbouw:
Nederlondin de jaren zestíg (Amsterdam/Meppel: Tweede druk, Boom, t9g7 (rgg5)); Harry Mulisch'
Bericht aan de ratfenkoning (Amste¡dam: De Bezige Bij, 1966)'
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chief: ..In this Quran there are many beautiful punishments, for instance for
infidels. Cant we adopt these punishments? That would be much better for
this country." In Holman', ,pãof another serviceman had bought the holy
book for his wife "So that she may learn her position within the family'"o'
By that time the most tragic event in Dutch history in the clash between
,".rri", religious criticism and radical religious terrorism had already taken
place: the rãurder of the filmmaker Theo van Gogh by a homegrown iihadist.
wh.t g/r, was for the Americans and the execution of the cartoonists of
charlie Hebd,o for the French, the murder of Theo van Gogh was for the
Dutch.
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THE MURDER OF T}{EO VAN GOGH1O3
Theo van Gogh (rg57 -zoo+)was born in The Hague, the Netherlands, but in
the years befãre his death he lived in the capital, Amsterdam, whete he was
also killed, on the street, in broad daylight. He was a close friend of Theodor
Holman's, and he was perhaps the most outspoken representative of the
secularist, heterodox, freedom-loving culture for which Amsterdam was
famous. He was the son of Johan van Gogh (b' ryzz), who had worked for
the Dutch Intelligence Agency. Theo's uncle (r9zo -rg45), also called Theo,
was executed as a resistairce fighter by the Nazis during the occupation of
the Netherlands in the Second World War. His great-grandfathet also called
Theo, was the famous art dealer (r857-r89r) and younger brother of the
world-renowned artist Vincent van Gogh (r853-r89r)'
Theo van Gogh's life was full of personal quarrels and vehement intellectual
clashes with peãple he deemed to be too politically correct. In the last years
of his life he was very impressed by the ideas and work of two other notorious
Dutch opinion makers: Pim Fortuyn (t948-zooz) and Ayaan Hirsi Ali (b'
ry6g). Ftrtuyn was a Dutch politician who was murdered by a left-wing
roz Theodor Holman, "cadeautie," in Theodor Holman, Holmonliegt: demooí.ste,hordste,líefste,
helderste, gemeenste, slechtste, ontr<¡erendste leugens biieen (Amsterdam: Nieuw Amsterdam, zor4)'
ro3 Parts of this section and parts of the section entitled "Voltairian Tolera¡rce" have appeared in
Paui Cliteur, Tom Herrenberg arrd Bastiaan Rijpkema, ..The New Censorship: A Case Study of
Extrajudicial Restraints on Free Speechj' in Afshin Ellian and Geliln Molier (eds), Freedom of Speech
under Attack (TIte Hague: Eleven International Publishing, zot5)' zgt-3r9'
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activist, Volkert van der Graaf (b. Lg6g).'oo Van der Graaf deemed Fortuyn
to be a "danger" that had to be stopped, that is eliminated. One of Fortuyn's
political issues was criticising Islam for its anti-Enlightenment stances, in
þarticular with regard to homosexuality-Fortulm was gay himself. His
Lost controversial statements were about the "backward nature" of Islamic
culture-in Dutch : achterlíilze cultuur -'"s
Hirsi Ali is a Somali-born writerwho, after becoming an atheist, criticised
her former religion, Islam, for its anti-feminist proclMties''o6 C)rì this issue
she made a film together with Van Gogh, which, on z9 August zoo4' was
shown on Dutch television. The title of the film-"Submission"-refers to
the literal translation of the word "Islamj'but also to the submissive attitude
the believers exempliSr with regard to the central ideas of their beliel which
makes progress difficult, if not impossible.
There is a third meaning to "submission" though, and this became very
important in the work of Theo van Gogh. He severely criticised all public
intellectuals and politicians who refused to call a spade a spade when it came
to radical Islam. The leftist multiculturalist intelligentsia adopted such a
strong non-judgmentalist attitude towards radical Islam that their attitude
could not be described as anylhing other than "submissive""oT
ro4 see on Fortu;m: SW. Couwenberg , opstand der burgers: De Fortuyn-¡evolte enhet demasquévan de
oude politíek (Damon: Budel, zoo4); Ron Eyerman, The Culrural Sociology of Polítícal Assos'sinafion:
F rom MLK and Rl K to Fortuyn and von Gogh ( London : Palgrave Macmillan, zou ) ; René Marres,
vermoord enverbannen: de aanvallen op PímFottuyn enAyaan HirsiAli en hunverdedígngvanwestefse
waarden(soesterberg:Aspekt,zoo6);BertSnel, PimtDepolitíeÞebiogtafevanPímFottuynals
socioioogen aLspoliticus tggo,zoo2 (Amsterdam: uitgeverii van Praag, zorz); Bert Snel'Pim z: Pim
Fortuyn en zíin partijen, Leeþaar Nedetlond (Prof' Dr' W'P'S' Fortuyn Stichting zor3)'
io5 FranÌ< Poorthuis, and Hans Wansink, "De islam is een achterlijke cultuur," lntewiew with Pim
Fortuyn, in DeV:Ibskrant' 9 February zooz'
ro6 see Ayaan Hirsi Ali, Infd"el: My Life (London: The Free hess, zooT); Ayaan Hirsi Ali, Nomad: From
Islam to America, A Personal Iourney through the Clash of Civilízotions (London: The Free Press' zoro)'
In her most recent book her focus is less on atheism and secularism as on the need for a reform
of Isiam: Ayaan Hirsi AIi, Heretic: Why IslamNeeds aReþrmofíon Nou (New York: Harper collins,
zor5).
ro7 This is the theme o{ Bruce Bawer, Whil¿ Europe slept: Ilow Radic¿l Islam Is Destrusyíngthewest From
within (New York/Auklard: Doubleday, zoo6); Bruce Bawer, Surr¿ndør: Appeasinglslam, sacnficing
Freedom (New York: Doubleday, zoog)'
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TlnThe Friends of voltaire (rgoz) Eveþ Beatrice Hall (rs68-1956), writing
under the pseudonym S.G. Tallentyre, introduced one of the most often
quoted phrases encapsulating the ideal oftolerance: "I disapprove ofwhat
yo,, ,.¡ u.|ra I will deLnd to ;he death your right to say iti""8 The words are
not to be found verbatim in voltaire's collected works, but they are certainly
in line with the general tenor of his thinking. we may,catl this "voltairian
tolerancej' The essence of this concept of tolerance is that tolerance means
condoning what people say or write, even though,vou disagree with them'
van Gogh, Hirsi Ali and Fortuyn were vocal advocates of this "voltairian
tolerance." In the case of Pim Fortuyn that meant that, although he himself
was a practising homosexual, he would not deny the right of orthodox
Muslims to reject his sexual preference. orthodox religious believers had the
right to say "homosexuals arã sick," but he himself would reserve the right to
say "Islam is a backrvard religionJ'
Now this is basically what "voltairian tolerance" is all about. You can
disagree, but you shoulå not aim to silence your discussion partner''"e Only
on tf,e basis of such an attitude is there hope for consensus in the long run'
This conception of tolerance differs completely ftom the conception that
may be dubbed "multiculturalist tolerancel"'o Multiculturalist tolerance
-""rm that in a multicultural society all parties 
must try not to offend each
other by saying something that might hurt others. In that situation orthodox
imams'must be exhorteà not to say anything unfriendly about infidels,
homosexuals and women; and freethinking homosexuals must constrain
themselves in their attitude towards Islam and orthodox christians who
VOLTAIRIAN TOLERANCE
ro8 S.G. Tallentyre (pseudonl'm of Eveþ Beatrice Hall)' The Friends ofYoltcire (London: Smith' Elder &
Co., r9o6), rg9.
rog see Pim Fortuyn, "Tegen de islamisering van onze cultuu¡. Nederlandse identiteit a-ls 
fundament"' in
De grote pímkortuyn omnibus (speakers Academy, van Gennep, zo or), tg7-283. Here he expounded
his views, inviting Muslims to criticise his views'
rro An unexpected advocate of multicultu¡alist tolerance is the legal philosopher Jeremy 
waldron: see
IeremyWaldron,TheHarminHotespeech(Cambridge,Mass./London:Ha¡vardUniversityPress,
zorz),Thisisunexpected,becauseWaldronwasalsooneofthemostimpressiveprotagonistsof
Voltairian tolerance in his earlier development: see Jeremy Waldron, "Rushdie and 
Religion"'first
publishedunderthetitle..TooimportantforTactl,inTheTimesLiterorySupplement'loMarch
Lg8g, 248and z6o, and reprinted in Jeremy Waldron, Liberal Rights: CollectedPapers l98t.t99t
(CambridgeiNew York: Cambridge University kess' 1993' L34-r43'
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reject their sexual leanings. The ideal of Voltairian tolerance is lively and
sometimes rough debate, the ideal of multiculturalist tolerance is polite
silence.
The two conceptions of tolerance have significant consequences for the
law. From the perspective of Voltairian tolerance the aim is to maximise
an individual's right to freedom of speech. From the perspective of
multiculturalist tolerance, special incitement to hatred laws are advocated'
if not laws protecting people from blasphemy.
Van Gogh, Fortuyn and Hirsi Ali made criticism of Islam an important
part of their polemics, especially after the terrorist attacks of lr September
zoor. Van Gogh's last film-entitled "o6/o5", for the day on which Fortuyn
was killed-was dedicated to the life and murder of Pim Fortuyn. In zoo3, a
year before his death, Van Gogh wrote a book entitled Allahweethetbeter-
'Allah knows best.""'
As we said, in circles of artists and writers Van Gogh was exceptional,
because he did not subscribe to the fashionable left-wing views of many of
his colleagues. But he was also hated for this, not only by jihadists, but also
by the left-wing multiculturalist establishment.
The irony is that, for many people, his death, and especially the way this
came about, actually proved what he had not been able to convey during his
lifetime, namely that radical Islam was a mortal danger to the social cohesion
of Dutch society-and, frankly, to all democratic and liberal societies."'
On z November zoo4, Van Gogh was murdered by the homegrown
jihadist Mohammed Bouyeri (b. ry78). Van Gogh was cycling to work in
the morning. The killer shot the filmmaker eight times with a handgun and
subsequently tried to decapitate him with a knife. He also stabbecl two knives
into his victim's chest, one with a note in which he spelled out his extremist
message to the world, in particular to Western democracies, to Jews and to
Ayaan Hirsi Ali. Hirsi Ali proved to be untouchable for the killer, but van
Gogh was a soft target.
r r r Gogh, Theo va¡, Alloh w eet het b eter, Xtra Producties, Arnsterdam 2oo3'
rrz See for an anaìysis ofthe tension between radical a¡d Islam and liberaì democrary Cuoline Cox
and John Marks , The West, Islam and lslami.sm: Ls ideologico I lslam compatible with líberal democracy?
(London: Civitas, Institute for the Study of Civil Society, 2oo3); Bassam Tibi, Lslamism and Islam
(New Haven, CT/London: Yale University Press, zorz); Bassam Tibi, PoliticalIslam,Wor\dPolítícs
and Europe: Democratíc Peace and Eur<>lslam versus Global lihad (London/New York: Routledge,
zooS).
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There were two reasons why Van Gogh was so easy to kill' The first
reason was that he had no police protection, like Hirsi Ali had-van Gogh
once joked that he hoped ¡,t Qu"¿. would "respect the working hours of
the A[sterdam policei',,¡ The second reason was that he himself believed
that he was not a target for terrorist attacks in the same way Hirsi Ali was,
because she was a Muslim-or rather an apostate Muslim"+-and he was a
Dutch writer with no ties to Islam. So in his case there \il'as no "apostasy"'
According to his understanding of the Islamist ideology, there would be no
reason to harm him, let alone kill him. He was after all "the village idiot"'
But this proved to be a fatal mistake made not only by Van Gogh himsell but
also by the Amsterdam police and Dutch authorities in general. That you do
not have to be a Mushå to be killed by a iihadist had also been proven by
the murder of Rushdie's Japanese translator Hitoshi Igarashi þg47-rg9t) on
rz July tggt andby the attack on Italian translator Ettore capriolo þ9z6-
zo4) o' j iuly r99r. Rushdie's Norwegian publisher William Nygaard (b'
,9aij *., *ounded by got shots on rr October 1993' So' in these cases' it
was not the identity of the victim that counted;"s Khomeini's fatwa was what
was important."6
Anyirow, the murder of Van Gogh took most people by surprise' The
politicatly correct elite that van Gogh had so vehemently criticised in
particular felt embarrassed, although not many people changed their
à,,itod", openly. For Dutch society though, the murder proved a watershed
moment. The anti-Islam party of Dutch parliamentarian Geert wilders
achieved huge electoral succerses and is at this moment in time-spring
zor6-the biggest party in the opinion polls, with support from between
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rr3 See ..Ditjes & Datjes,', available at: http://www.degezonderoker.nl/metro_4z.htm; 
..Moord is
slimmer dan paar bommen; als hij in debat had kunnen gaan, zou hij nog leven,', in HøtPorool, g llly
2005.
rr4 Generallyconsideredtobeadangerousposition:seelbnwarraq(ed.),LeavingIslam:Apostates
Speak Out(Amherst, NY: Prometheus Books, zoo3); Simon Cottee' The Aposto tes: When Muslims
Leave Islam (London: Hurst, zor5)'
rr5 See Ramine Kamrane, La Fahp a contrø Rushdie: une interpîét.,tion slratégique (Paris: Éditions Kimé'
1997),3owho,commentingont.hetargetsmentioned'writes"theywerenoMuslims'"Only
Rrrshdie was, Or rather hewas considered to be one'
r 16 See for the text Daniel Pipes , The ktshdie Affair: The Novel, the Ayatollah, and the West 
(z'ü edn' with
a postscript by Koenraad Elst, New Brunswick/New York: Transaction Publishers, zoo3)' z7'
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22 and 27 per cent of voters."7 It is difficult to imagine that this would have
taken place without the murder of Van Gogh, which proved to inaugurate a
tremendous change of attitude in the country towards mass immigration,
and especially the immigration of people with an Islamic background.
The murderer of Van Gogh was apprehended shortly after the murder,
and he was convicted on z6 July zoo5 and given a life sentence without
the possibility of parole. This severe sentence was a result of the fact that
the murderer showed no remorse at all. On the contrar¡ he used the public
trial to explain the jihadist ideology in a manner that must have been a
confronting experience for many people who had denied the danger.
After the murder a confusing and heated debate on the 'tauses" of this
tragedy erupted, exposing a deep rift in Dutch society. On the one hand
there were the multicultural and politically correct Dutch elites who pointed
to Van Goghs brutal and outrageous criticism of religion and vulnerable
minorities in Dutch society. On the other hand, there were the people who
pointed to the nature of ¡ihadist ideology. The two groups could not agree
on the causes of the new religious terrorism that seemed to be taking hold.
THE ISLAMIST,S PROFESSION OF FAITH
What made a great impression on Dutch society was the radical profession
of faith during -Bouyeri's trial. What -tsouyeri said both before and during
his trial was highly relevant for a proper understanding of the Islamist's
worldview. As indicated, there was the "Open letter" to Hirsi Aii he left
on Van Goghs corpse."B This letter contained specific threats to Hirsi Ali,
but also complaints about the Muslim communit¡r, which, according to the
Dutch jihadist, forsook its primary duty."e During his trial Bouyeri said:
"You may send me all your psychologists, psychiatrists and experts, but I
will tell you, you will never understand this. You can't. If I am released and
get the chance to do again what I did on z November, wallahi, I would do
rr7 "Wilders predicts a'revolt' if PW is not in next coalition," available at: www.dutch¡ews.n1,
3 February zo16.
u8 8., Mohammed, "Open brief aan Hirshi Ali," in Ermute Kìein (trars.), ,lihod. Strijders en strijùsters
voor AIIah (Amsterdam: Uitgeverìj Byblos, zoo5), z7-33; "Open Brief aan Hirshi Ali door
Mohammed 8.", Pa¡1. Doc, House of Rep., z9 854 (attachment), z.
rr9 lbid.,z7-33.SeeforananalysisofthisletterHa¡sJa¡sen,"DebriefvarMohammedB.,bevestigd
aan het lijk var Theo van Gogh," inTijrlschriftvoot Geschiedenis, rr8, nr. 3 þoo5) 4fi-49r.
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exactly the same.""o The murderer had expected a martyr's death' Found on
his boãy was a suicide note that read: 
..so these are my last words, riddled
with builets, baptised in blood, as I had hoped'""'
what can *à muk" of this? As Ron Eyerman writes in The Assasinafion
of Theo van Gogh (zoo8), the killing appears to be staged as a ritual
assassination.,,, But one may also call it a "social performance:"'3 EyermaÛ
continues:
Three intended victims were identified in Mohammed B't letters
on the Internet: Ayaan Hirsi Ali; Ahmed Aboutaleb' an Amsterdam
politician born in Morocco, with an opposite view on Muslim
ässimilation; and Geer¡ wilders, a Dutch politician following in the
footsteps of Pim FortuYn."a
ThatthemurderofVanGoghwasmeanttosendasignalnotonlytoVan
Gogh and Hirsi Ali but also to the Dutch citizenry in general aPpears from the
sho"rt conversation that developed after the murderer had killed his victim'
As Ian Buruma (b' r95r) writås in his account of the events' Mohammed
Bouyeri made no serious attempt to escape after having killed his victim'
While he was reloading his gun, a woman passing by said "You cant do
that!" Bouyeri 
"rrr-"r"J"Y",, 
I 
"u"' 
And nowyou people knowwhatyou can
expect i' ih" future.,,,,s The ideology of Bouyeri is basically the same as that
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rzolnDutch:IJmagoluwpsychologen'psychiatersendesbundigenopmeafsturen,maorikzegu'uzult
ditnooitbegíipen.Datkuntuníet.Alsihvrijht>m'enilzhaddemogelijlzheidomnogeenhe'ertedoen
watihopznovemberdeed,wallahi'ihzouprecieshetzelfdehebbengedaan.ourtransiation'citedin
JacoA]bertsa¡dStevenDerix,..Stralproceseindigtinwezenlozeharmonie:procesMohammed
B. Verdachte wil levenslang," in NRC Hond¿ls blad' tZ luly zoo5' See the verdict in 
Rechtbank
Amsterdam, z6 iuli zoo5(Moord op Theo van Gogh)' This was the case in which Mohammed
Bouyeri stood trial for his murder of Theo van Gogh. Later he would also stand trial 
as a suspected
memberoftheHofstadgoep'anetworkofDutchjihadists-Thecitationsaboutthethreereasons
why Van Gogh deserved death are derived from the Hofstadgroep trial'
rzr Ron Eyermaa, TheAssasinationof TheovonGogh: þomsocialDramott¡CulturalTrouma (Durham,
NC/London: Duke University Press, zooS)' 6'
nz lbid.,7.
rz3 Ibid.
rz4 lbid., 8.
rz5 Ian Buruma , Murder in Amsterdam: The Deoth of Theo van Cogh and the Límits of Toleroncø 
(New
York:Penguin,zoo6),2;JuttaChorusandAhmetOigun'InGodsnoam:HetioarvonTheovanGogh
(Antwerp/Amsterdam: Uitgeverij Contact' zoo5)' 14'
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of Amedy Coulibaly (tg9z-zor5), who synchronised his attacks on a French
supermarket with the gunmen in the Charlie Hebdo massacre, Saïd Kouachi
(r9Bo-zor5) and Chérif Kouachi (t99z-zor5)."6 And Bouyeri was willing to
explain this not only with impressive calmness to a witness at the scene, but
also during a trial before a Dutch court on z3January zoo9,'"7 This was four
years after Van Gogh's murder. Here the murderer gave some new insight
into his motives. He declared the following:
The reason for the murder of Van Gogh is that he had offended the
Prophet. According to the law he deserved the death penalry and I
have executed it. ... Theo van Gogh considered himself a soldier. He
fought against Islam. On z November zoo4, Allah sent a soldier who
slit his throat ... This is Jihad in the most literal sense. Van Gogh saw
himself as a soldier and he needed to be put down. Van Gogh knew
exactly what he was doing. He was in the arena.''B
rz6 Coulibal¡ who killed foul people ard a Parisiaa policewoman in the Parisian kosher grocery
store, pledged allegiaace to the Islamic State in a video published online two days after his death:
see Ju-lian Borger, "Paris gunmar Amedy Coulibaly declared allegiance to Isis," in The Gucrdian,
n January zot5. In the video he also pledges allegiance to the leader of ISIS, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi.
The Kouachis declared themselves to be foilowers of al-Qaida in the Arabiar Peninsula. See on
tlrc CIurIie Hebdo massacre Willy Laes, Een jaar na Charlíe Hebdo: een pamflet Antwerp: Houtekiet,
zot5).
rz7 This was a ruling about the question whether a group of jihadists, the so-c alled Hofstadgroep, could
be tried and sentenced collectively for participating in a criminal orgarisation. This was not t}le
case, according to the court. By that time Bouyeri had already been imprisoned for the murder of
Var Gogh. See on the Hofstadgroep Emerson Vermaat , De Hoþtadgroep: Portret van een radicaal-
islami¿isch nehrerk (Soesterberg: Aspekt, zoo5); Emerson Vermaat, Nederlandse Jihad: het proces
tegen de Hoþtadgtoep (Soesterberg: Aspekt, zoo6).
rz8 Gerechsthof Den Haag (The Hague Court of Appeal), z3 januari zoo8. In Ðutch: Het motief van de
moord op Van Gogh wa^s gelegen in het feít dat hij de profeet had beledigd. Volgens de wet verdíende hij
de dooùstraf en dìe heb íI¿ voltrol¿hen . . . . Theo van Gogh zag zichzelf als een soldaal Hij streed tegen
de Islam. Op z november zoo4 heeft Allah een soldaat gestuurd die hem de strot heeft doorgesned.en.
Allah heefthet woord van Kufr op die dagvernederd. Op die dagheeft Allah het wootd van de waarheid
gevestigd. De Kafir is afgeslacht. Dít Ls lihad ín de meest letterlijhe zin . . . . Van Gogh zag zíchzelf als
soldaat en hij moest afgemaabt worden. Van Gogh wist precies wat híj deed. Hij bevond zich in de arena.
See on the murder ofVan Gogh: Cliteu¡ Paul, "Godslastering en zelfcensuur na de moord op
11leovanGogh,"in: NederlandsJurístenblad,AIl.zoo4l4.5,r7Decemberzoo4,pp.z3z8 29351
Cliteur, Paul, "Cast Youl Discomfort Aside: In matte¡s of life and death, debate is the only thing
that counts," |n:. The Times Higher Educatíon Supplement, z8 January zoo5; Cliteur, Paul, "State ard
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rlj'
This is an insightful passage that teaches us something about the mindset
of a violent relìgious extremist that has some added value to what is to be
found in the declarations of other iihadists. Dutch society and also Dutch
scholarship in Middle Eastern Studies was totally overwhelmed by this
seemingly new phenomenon. Martin Kramer in his groundbreaking Ivory
Towersán Sand", the Failure of Middte Eastern Studies in America (zoor) had
made clear how American scholarship had failed completely to predict the
events of gln."s The same could be said of Dutch Islamic studies. only
a few of the professionals had foreseen the radicalisation of Islam by the
jihadists, among them the scholars Hans Jansen (t942-2o15)'3' and Jan
'Brrg-", (r923:-zoo4).',, Yet, most scholars in the field were perhaps
deluded by Edward Said's criticism of orientalism,'r' totally unaware of what
was going on in the world. The study or radicalised,relíg1on was considered
in"ppropriute, if not a betrayal of the profession. But let us not respect these
r"hãiurfy taboos and try to understand what the Islamists are trying to tell
us. What did Bouyeri saY?
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religion against the backdrop of religious radicaÌism," in: lntemational loumal of Constítutíonal Low,
vol. ro, no. r,2c,72, pp. 127-r52iJansen, Hans, "De brief var Mohammed 8., bevestigd aan het liik
van Theo van Gogh," in: Tijd:schrift voor Geschiedeni^s,118, nr. 3 (zoo5), pp. +83-4gLt Nesser, Petter,
..The Slaying of the Dutch Filmmaker - Religiously motivated violence or Islamist terrorism in
the name of global iihad?," Norwegian Defence Research Establishment, Kjeller, Nomay zoo5;
Eyerman, Ron, The Assosin ction of Theo von Gogh: from Sociol Drama t<¡ Cultural Traumo, Duke
University Press, Du¡ham and London zoo8; Eyerman ,Ron,The Cultural Sociciogy r>f Polítícol
A.ssasinofion: FromMLKandRFKtoFortuynandvanGogh, PaJgrave, Macmillan zorr.
rz9 Middle Eastern expert Iames Bill stated in 1996 that "All is not well in the field of Middle East
political studies in the United States. A review of the history of Middle East scholarship suggests
we have lea¡ned disturbingly littie after 5o years of heavy exertion." Another prominent America¡t
political scientist, Jerrold Green, argued in 1998 that Middle Eastern Studies "is a fieid in some
trouble". Both a¡e quoted in Martin Kramer, Ivory Towers on Sand: the Failure of Middle Eastern
sndies ín Americo (washington, DC: The Washington Institute for Near East Polic¡ zoor), r.
r3o Joha¡rnes J.G. Ia¡sen, The DuaI Nature of Islamic Fundomentolism (lthaca, NY: cornell university
Press, tggT;Johannes J.G. Jansen, The NeglectedDuty: The Creed of Sadaú'.s Assasin¡^ ond Islamic
Resurgence in the Middle Ea^st (London: MacMillan Publishing Compan¡ 1986)'
r3r i. Brugman,Hetraad^selvondemuhicultuur.-Essoys oueri.slom enintegratie (Amsterdam: Meulenhoff,
1998).
rjz Said was criticised by Hans Jansen, "Edward Said. De luchtfietser van het Midden-oosten," in
Trouw, rr october zoo3; lbn warraq Deþnding thewest: ACrítique of Edward saidt orientalism
(Amherst, NY: P¡ometheus Books, zooT).
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First, that Van Gogh had "offended the Prophet" and "fought against
Islam." Second, that on the basis of this indictment he "deserved the death
penalty." Third, that he, Bouyeri, had simplyexecuted this lawful punishment.
Fourth, that part of the justification for this punishment was based on the
will of God. It was, in fact, Allah himself who had sent "a soldier to cut his
throat." Fifth, that the theological doctrine behind- and justification for this
act lay in the concept of "iihad."
The assassin seems to present the whole conflict as a fair fight between
opposing parties. He speaks of "soldiers" who were "in the alena." He also
claims to speak for his victim, who "knewwhat he was doing."
Ayaan Hirsi Ali, Van Gogh's co-creator of the film "submission" which
deals with the position of women in Islamic culture, was also "in the arena"
and marched in the "ranks of the soldiers of evil," Bouyeri stated. He added:
She has offended the Prophet. She is an apostate and she has joined
the enemy. Three reasons, each in and of themselves sufficient to
qualift her for the deatl penalty. ... From the moment she went into
politics and declared her oath in Parliament, she became an apostate.
... I left the "Open letter to Hirshi Ali" on the corpse of Theo van Gogh
to make a clear statement. ... That statement is: it is war, and if you
enter the arenayou knowwhat will happen.'::
THE THEornn nonrsr's ARGUMENT ANALYSED
Here the argument is similar to, but also slightly different from what has
been said about Van Gogh. There is the common indictment of offending the
Prophet and its fateful consequences. But then Hirsi Alik case differs from
that of Van Gogh. The following fundamental difference exists.
r33 In Dutch: Ze heeft de profeet beledigd, ze ß afvallig en z.e heeft zich aangesloten bij de vijand. Drie
redenen, die ieder op zich voldoende zijn om hao¡ voor de doodstraf ín aanmerhing te doen þomen . . .
Vonof het moment dat zij de politiek in ging en haør eed wor het porlement aflegde, ß ze afuallig geworden
. . . lhheb de'Open brief aan Hirshi Ali' op het lichaam von Theo van Gogh achtergelaten om een duidelijh
statemqú te maken ... Het statement ß: het ß oorlog en als je je in de arenabevindt, weet je wc;t er
gebeurt. Gerechtshof Den Haag, z3 January zooS (Hoþtadgroep). See also Paul Berman, The Flight
of the Intellectuals (New York: Melville House, zoro), 246; Zachary Shorc, BreedingBín Laders:
Americø, Islam, and the Funre of Europe (Baltimore, Mld.:The Johns Hopkins University hess,
zoo6),3.
s/
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First, Hirsi Ali is an apostate' An apostate is someone who has relinquished
his or her religious belief.,ro under modern constitutional law, and on the
basis of post-Sãcond World War human rights documents' changing or even
relinquishing your religious belief is ¿n elementary human right''35 But
whoever is familiar witî the stories of, for example, the Hebrew Bible' as
told in the books of Deuteronomy, Iudges, Numbers' and r and z Kings' will
immediately recognise that the itt"-ã of apostasy is central to the whole
narrative. The 'faieful national consequences of disloyalty to Yahweh" is a
highly pervasive theme.'36 The book of Kings describes the kings of Israel or
lrãufr'Ls either good or bad, depending on how they reigned'"':z 
We have to
understand that "good" in this context means loyal to Yahweh' "Bad" means
disloyal to Yahweh.
Båuyeri killed van Gogh because the latter wrote things about the prophet
he, Bouyeri, did not lit<e-"elt critical commentary on the prophet of Islam is
to a jihadist an ..attack on Islam,, to which the true Muslim must respond
with violence. This came into heavy conflict with the Dutch freethinking
culture of the rg6os which had ended-or at least thought it had ended-all
taboos.
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r34PaulMa¡shallandNinaShea,silenced:HowApostusyand&lasphemyCodescareChohingEreedom
Worldwide(Oxford:OxfordUniversityPress'zorr);PatrickSookhdeo'Frø¿domtoBelieve:
Chal¿enginglslamtAposfasylaw(ThreeRivers,Mich.:IsaacPublishing,zoog);SamuelM.Zwemet'
The Law of Apostcqy in l.slam: Answ enng the question why there øre so few Mt>slem alnverts, 
and gtving
examplesoftheirmorolcourageondmarqlrdom)London/Edinbu¡gh/NewYork:Marsha]lBrothers'
ry24);HalmH.Cohn,..TheLawofReligiousDissidents:AComparativeHistoricalsurve¡,inlsrael
Law Review 34 (zooo) 39-1oo'
l35MattCherryandRoyBtown,speahingFreelyoboutReligion:ReligiousFreedom,Defamotionand
Blasphemy,lnternationaì Humanist and Ethical Union Policy Paper (London: International
Humanist and Ethica-l Union, zoog)' g;Mirjam van Schaik and Jasper Doomen' "De toekomst van
godslastering," i nNederlands luristenblad' Afl" 3o' lz Septembe t 2o:'4' 2tro-2Lr6; Tom Herrenberg'
"Denouncing Divinity: tslasphem¡ Hurnan Rights' and the Struggie of Politica-l Leaders to defend
Freedom of speech in the Case of lnnocence of Muslims," in Ancillc luris r (zor5) r-r9'
136GordonD.FeeandDouglasStuart,HowtoReadtheBibleBookbyBook:AGuidødTour'Mich':
Zondervan,zooz),gt';MichaelCoogan(ed')'ThøNewOxford'AnnotatedBible(Augmentedthird
edn,wìththeAPocryphal/DeuterocanonicalBooks'oxford:oxfordUniversityPress,zooT)'488.
SeealsoMosheHalbertala¡dAvishaiMargalit'Idolorry(trans'NaomiGoldblum'Cambridge'
Mass./London: Harvard University Press' l99z)'
r3TDavidPawson,IJnlockingtheBible:AuniqueoverviewofthewholeBible(London:Col1ins,zoo7
(zoq)), z9z.
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During the r96os the Netherlands evolved from a rather religious and
traditional country into a very liberal and secularised one.'38 A liberalised,
anarchistic, iconoclastic frame of mind that we associate with bohemians,
artists or the "radical chic" had arisen. As we have seen, authors like Gerard
van het Reve fantasised about having sex with God, who would manifest
himself in the form of a donkey. His brother Karel van het Reve þgzr_tggg)
mocked religious believers in essays that were deemed "blasphemous" by
many traditional and religious compatriots.'3e youngsters under the name of
ptovo's-"provocateurs"-entered into conflicts with the police.'ao Authority
was pushed off its pedestal.
one of the rnost important public discussions of that time centred
around war criminal Adolf Eichmann (19o6-196z), a major organiser
of the Holocaust, whose trial took place in ry62. The Eichmann trial was
commented on by major political philosophers and public intellectuals like
Hannah Arendt Qgo6-t975). According to Arendt, Eichmann exemplified
the "Banality of Evil."'a' Eichmann was not the monster that most people
thought he was, but an ordinary individual, very much inclined to follow
orders.
Psychologist stanley Milgram (1933-1984) trred to prove Arendt's thesis
with psychological experiments that corroborated the view that, under the
right circumstances, people feel obliged to follow orders, even if it means
r3B See on the cultural development of the Netherlards in the r96os James C. Kennedy, Ni euw Babylon
in aanbouw: Nederland in d,e jaren zestíg (Amsterdam/Meppel: Tweede druk, Boom, 1997 (i995));
James Kenned¡ "The Mora-l State: How Much do the America¡s a¡rd the Dutch Diser?,,,in Hans
Krabbendam and Hans-Martien ten Napel (ed s), Regulating Moralíty: A Comparßon of the RoIe of the
State in Mastering the Mores ín the Netherlanàs and the uníted. States (Antwerp/Apeldoorn: Maklu/
E.M. Meijers Instituut, zooo), g-23. General accounts ofthe culture ofthe Sixties are Arthur
Malwick, The Sixties: Cultural Revolution in Britain, France, ltaly, and the Ilnited States, c. t95i-c. tg74
(Oxford/New York: Oxfo¡d University Press, 1998); lenny Diski, The Sxfies (London: profile Books,
zoog). For a general history of the Netherlands see E.H, Kossmarn, The Low Countries: ry8o ry4o
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, r97B).
r39 Karel van het Reve, "De ongelooflijke slechtheid van het opperuezen," in NRC Handelsblad,
zo July 1985, also included in: Karel var het Reve, De ongeknfl,íjhe slechtheídvanhet oppemezen
(Amsterdam: Van Oorschot, tgBT), 7 -zo.
r4o See on tlris movement Harry Mulisch's account in: Harry Mulisch, Bericht aan de rattenhoning
(Amsterdam: De Bezige Bij, 1966).
r4r Hannah Arendt, Eichmann in lerusalem: A Report on the Bana\íty of EviI (revìsed ard enlarged edn,
Ha¡mondsworth: Penguin Books, r99z (1963)).
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committing the most horrendous crimes.'4' So basically Eichmann w'as a
"bureaucrat." This had important consequences for the Weberian model of
bureaucracy, as one might expect.'a3 Authoritp following orders, became
hugely unpopular with a new generation of youngsters. Dutch novelist
Harry Mulis ch (t927-zolo),'44 who was also present in Jerusalem during the
Eichmann trial to comment on the court proceedings for the Dutch magazine
Elsevier,published his views on the matter in his book D e zaal< 4o/6t (1962).'4s
Mulisch, whose views were similar to those of A¡endt-though he claimed
to have developed them earlier and independently of Arendt-summarised
the new attitude towards politics and culture in his exclamation that, in his
youth, the only thing he had ever seen was collaboration, reasonableness,
moderation and hypochondria.'a6 In ry72 he indicated that he abhorred
fathers, teachers, policemen and people like that, people who wanted to
forbid things, take things from you, did not want to listen, thought they knew
best but in reality were dumb and servile and unjust.'a7 Mulisch castigated
the generation of "fathers" who had fought the Germans in the Second World
War ar
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r4z Staniey Milgram, "The Pe¡ils of Obediencej' in Horpert Magazine,1974, under the title: "An
Experiment in Autonomy" also in: Louis P. Pojman (ed.), The Moral Life: An lntroductory Reader ín
Ethics andLíterature (New York/ Oxford: Oxford University Press, zooo), 625-64o; Paul Cliteur,
The Secular Outlooh: ln Defense of Moral and Political SecularLsm (Chichester: Wiley-Biackwell, zoro),
206 2oB.
r43 Meaning, roughl¡ that civil servants work under the supervision of politicians and have to follow
orders. See Max Webet,ThePrcþssion and Vocafion ofPolitics, in Max Weber, Polúiccl lVritíngs (ed'
Peter Lassma¡ and Ronald Speirs, Cambridge: Cambridge University hess, 1994), 3og-37o.
r44 Harry Mulisch is a famous Dutch novelist. His The Assaul¿ (rg8z) was a worldwide bestseller and
has been tra¡slated into more thal thirty languages. In t986 it was made into a film that won an
Oscar for best non-English film. Another novel by Mulisch, The Discovery of Heaven (rggz),was
favourably reviewe dby The New Yorkert John updike (25 November 1996), who compared the
Dutch author with Homet James Joyce, Umberto Eco and Thomas Mann.
r45 HarryMulisch,Dezaab.4o/6r:Eenreportage (Amsterdam: Uitgeverii DeBezigeBli,t'979 (rq6z)).
Although he had a wea-k spot for authorita¡ian left-wing regimes like t-hat of Fidel Cæt¡o. He wrote
an opera lauding Castro together with the musician Peter Schat. When Schat later changed his
opinion on Cuba, Mulish considered his lbrmer äiend a "t¡aito¡": see Dick Verkijk, Harry Mulísch:
"Fel anti-nazi" 
- 
vanaf wanneer? (Soesterberg: Uitggverii Aspekt, zoo6), 3r. Mulisch'.s book on
Eichmann has been translated into English: Harry Mulisch, Criminal Case 4o/6t TheTrial of Adolf
Eichmann (trans. Robert Naborn, Foreword Debórah Dwork, Philadelphia, Penn.: University of
Pennsylvania Press, zoo5).
146 HarryMulisch,Dett¡ekomstvangßteren(Amsterdam:DebezigeBli,rgTz),39.
47 Ibid,37.
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War as not only bourgeois but "fascist" themselves.'a8 So iconoclasm seemed
to be the rule rather than the exception in the 196os.
Theo van Gogh was, in a certain sense, the offspring of that frame of
mind.'4e But now that the Dutch were liberated from all kinds of restraints in
the field of religious criticism, a new wave of immigrants brought a certain
amount of traditional puritanism into the country. And' in its radical islamist
incarnation, even a uiolent form of puritanism. Theo van Gogh's murderer
was an example of that new mentality.
),
THE END OF THE DUTCH BLASPHEMY LAW
obviously, the murder of van Gogh confused and shocked Dutch society.
"The attack on Theo van Gogh strikes at the heart of our national identity...
ffreedom of expression] was more or less our national pride, our World
Trade Center, taken down by a terrorist," representative Jozias van Aartsen
(b.tg+ù observed during parliamentary debate shortly after the attack.'so
A broad political and social discussion ensued after van Goghs death.'s'
what had motivated the killer? Had Dutch intelligence and the security
services not seen this coming? Within this broader context the inert state
of the Dutch blasphemy law gained renewed attention. Minister of Justice
Piet Hein Donner (b. rya})-the grandson of the minister of justice who
had proposed the blasphemy law in the rg3os-expressed the intention
to apply the blasphemy law more strictly."'The Prime Minister, Jan Peter
Balkenende (b. r956), advocated moderation in the public debate. "Everyone
r48 Harry Muli scl., De toeþomst van gsteren (Amsterdam: De bezige Bii, tgTz)'
t4g An account of Theo van Gogh's personaìity and views can be found in a character sketch by his
friend Theodor Holma¡r: Theodor Holman, Theo is dood, Met een voorwoord van Giis van de
westelaken (Amsterdam: Mets en Schilt, zoo6). Another friend of van Gogh, Max Pam, Pfesents an
interesting view on the controversial frlmmaker in Max Pam, Hetbiienspook: <tver dier, mens en god
(Amsterdam: Prometheus, zoog). Dutch novelist Leon de winter presented a ûctiona'lised accÔunt
of the events around Van Goght death in Leon de Winter, VSVof Dodenvan onbaatzuchtigheid
(Amsterdam: De Bezige B1i, zotz).
i5o Parl. Doc., House of Rep., lr November 2oo4, no. 29854' rz\z (Debat over de mootd op deheer Th'
van Gogh).
r5r See on this debate Paul Cliteu¡, "Godslastering en zelfcensuur na de moord op Theo var Gogh"' in
Nederlands Iunstenblad zoo4, no. 45, z3z8-2335.
r5z ..Kabinet verdeeld over godslastering; verdonk en Donner botsen over aanpak," in NRC Hond¿l.sblad,
r5 November 2oo4, Lt "Ministers oneens over veruolgen godslastering," in deYolþsþrant'
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may choose his own words, but it is a good thing if we also take into account
the 'recipient' of these words ... Let us realise that our words can wound,"
Balkenende said.'sl
Yet at the same time, voices that favoured the abolition of the blasphemy
law were raised. While a parliamentary motion that pressed the cabinet to
"reconsider" the blasphemy provisions was rejected a few weeks after Van
Gogh's murder, a bill that called for the repeal of the blasphemy provisions
wasproposedinzoog'saandeventuallyenteredintoforceinzor4.The
represeniatives who drafted the proposal underlined the importance of
diversity of opinion. The proposal relied heavily on the "marketplace of
ideas" argument: "The collision of arguments and opinions deepens debate
on important topics, such as philosophical issues and the formation of
society."'ss second, the argument of equality was raised: "Provisions that
grant special protection to (specific) believers do not fit with the idea of
ãqual treatment."'s6 Third, the representatives adduced that public and
political debate provided enough opportunity to rebut abusive and insulting
utterances.'s7 All parties in the House of Representatives favoured the
proposal except the Christian parties.'s8 For example, Mr. Van der Staaij
(b. rgOA) of the orthodox Reformed Protestant Party saw the repeal of the
blasphemy law as a "great loss" and "the conscious release of a moral anchor
point."'sr Although he agreed that the provisions were "dead" in strict legal
terms, Van der Staaij argued that they still had their contemporary value:
"Freedom is a great good, but don't use it to unnecessarily and intentionally
hurt people in their deepest and dearest convictions.'r'6o Following its
adoption by the House of Representatives in April zor3, the Senate accepted
r5 November zoo4, z, Donner later retracted his statements. See "Godslastering niet halder
aangepakt; Donner neemt aankondiging terug," in NRC Han delsblad, 16 November 2oo 4, L.
r53 "Kabinet verdeeld over godslastering," in Trouw, r5 November zoo4, r'
r54 Parl.Doc.,HouseofRep.,zooglro,no.322c3,z(VoorstelvanWetvandeLedenVanderHam'DeWít
en Teeven tot wijzígtng von het Wetboelz van Strafrecht ín verband met het laten vervallen van h¿t verbod
op godsla"tøring).
r55 Parl. Doc., House of Rep., zoog I to, r'o. 322c-3' 3' 1.
156 lbid.
47 lbid., z.
r5B See parl. Doc., House of Rep., 16 April zo4 (Stemmingen initíatiefuoorstelverbod op gtdslastering).
r59 Parl. Doc., House of Rep., Debate of zo March 2ot3' 37.
r6o Ibid.
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the proposalby +g votes to zr in December zot3.'6' The Dutch blasphemy
law-Articl es 147, t47a, and 4zgbis of the criminal code-was effectively
repealed on r March 2c:'4.'6"
CONCLUSION
In this chapter we have discussed the blasphemy law that was part of the
Dutch Criminal Code from Lg32 to zor4. This law initially consisted of two
provisions. Article L47 no. r prohibited the expression of scornful blasphemy
in a manner offensive to religious feelings, while Article 4zgbis prohibited
the displa¡ in a place visible from a public road, of words or images that,
as expressions of scornful blasphemy, were hurtful to religious feelings. In
1934, Articl e L4Ta,which made it illegal to distribute blasphemous material,
was added to the Criminal Code. The blasphemy law was a response to harsh
criticism directed at and mockery of the Christian religion, primarily from
on the part of communists. Although prosecutions and convictions did take
place on the basis of this law-especially in the early years of its existence-
it is fair to say that the blasphemy law never really took root in Dutch legal
culture. This probably had as much to do with the technicalities of it-in
order to leave enough "breathing space" for statements on religion, the law
was only intended to cover a narrow set of blasphemous utterances, namely
those that were "scornful" and expressed in "a manner offensive to religious
feelings," legal terms that proved to be not without complications-as with
a cultural attitude that tended to be sceptical of governmental interference
in the area of religious opinion. This culminated in the most famous trial
based on the blasphemy law, namely the trial of novelist Gerard Kornelis
van het Reve in the rg6os-a decade in which "rebellion' against all types
of authority was fashionable and in which the Dutch shifted from a society
structured along religious lines towards a more secular society. The trial,
in which Van het Reve was eventually acquitted of charges that he had
committed "scornful blasphemy" by describing sex acts between himself
and God in the form of a donkey, weakened the blasphemy provisions to
16r Parl. Doc., senate,3 December zot3(stemmingeninverband.methetvoorstelvanwetvandeleden
Schouw en De Wit tot wijziging van het Wetboeh uan Strafrecht in verband met het loten vervallen uan het
v e rb o d ttp go dsl astenng).
ßz Staatsblad,zol4,no.39(Wetvanzjjanuarízot4totwijzigngvanhetWetboel¿vanStrafrechtinverband
methetlatenvervallenvanhetverbodop g}dsla.stering) (Bulletin ofActs ard Decrees).
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such an extent that theywere largely considered to be a hollow phrase in the
Criminal Code.
In the decades that followed, instances of blasphemy did not really gain
much attention in Dutch society at large until polemicist Theo van Gogh was
murdered by a jihadist in zoo4'.Yan Gãgh, a "child" of the liberal mindset of
the rg6os, was-the victim of a puritanical ideology at odds with that liberal
notion of free thought. Van Goghs murder w,as an exlÏeme example of the
values of liberal modernity colliding with those of religious puritanism in its
Islamist form.
Roger Scruton (b- tgaÐ wrote in zoog "Everything that happens in
Holland is now closely watched by other European leaders, anxious to know
where Europe itself is $oing""6: But in a sense Scruton \Mas too optimistic'
what most European liod"irdid, in contrast to the European populations,'oa
was cultivate the art of the ostrich. The ideology behind the murder of Theo
vanGoghinzoo4wasnodifferentfromtheideologyofthemurderersof
the Freãch journalists in zor5. So what you had to know to prevent the zor5
killings attLe Charlie Hebdooffice could have been known for at least eleven
y"urr]r,"-"ly that violent Islamists have declared war on secular freedoms'
in particular the freedom freely to criticise religion and its historical
,}#Uot. This makes the subject of blasphemy highly topical for our time'
ih" bl"rph"my ban introducád by Dutch Minister of ]ustice Donner in the
,93o, ,"rrrrfaced in the first decennium of the twenty-first century' But with
u-rigrrifi."rrt difference: the implementation of blasphemy law by puritanical
Christians did not challenge state sovereignty' the rule of law and the
rejection of vigilante iustice. what the jihadists of the twenty-first century
re,introduced was thá implementation of blasphemy laws by extraiudicial
execution. Europe is still siruggling with the question of how to respond'
With regard io the question ãf blasphemy laws, there are'two general ways
in which liberal multicultural nations can react to this new phenomenon'
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163 Roger Scruton, ..Free Speech in Europe," inThe Amencan spectator (May 2oo9) 4r' see aìso Zachary
Shore, BreedingBín Ladens: America, Is?am' and the Futute ofEurope (Baltimore' Mld':The Johns
HopkinsUniversityPress'zoo6)'3:..TheDutchcasesymbolizedthesocialtensionsmounting
acrossEuropebetweenaburgeoningyoung,religiousMuslimpopulation,ontheoneha¡ld'anda
fearful, secular, ethnic European populace, on the other'"
164 see the analyses of Malika sorel-sutter, Décompositi<tn françaße: comment en est-on 
arrívé là? Paris:
Fayard,zor5)andDominiqueReynié,lesnouveauxpopulismes(revisedandexpandededn'Paris:
Librairie Arthème Fayard/Pluriel, zor3 (zorr))'
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blasphemy, perhaps as a sign of "multicultural etiquettei' perhaps as a-
futile?-attempt to prevent intercommunal strife, or perhaps-even more
futile?-as a tool to prevent terrorist attacks. Such suppression of blasphemy
can be done by enacting straightforward laws that target blasphemous
utterances or via an extensive interpretation of laws against "incitement
to hatred on religious grounds" and 'defamation of a grouP of people on
the basis of their religion." Although seemingly innocuous, the last type of
legislation can potentially develop into a resurgence of blasphemy laws.
Second, a state can move in the opposite direction and revoke provisions
that protect religion and religious s)¡mbols as such. The Dutch decided to do
so by repealing their crippled blasphemy law in zot4-
J/
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